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The purpose of.this paper is to briefly characterize schooling- in America

in bro,id terms, to describe what is known about the relationship between teacher

behavior.and'studentbehavior, and to explain why- ceriain classroom character-

istics are related to student achievement. The paper begins with a. description

of classroom practices in American schools, a description based in.part upon

selected papers that have been presented to the Commission. Extant findings

clearly 'indicate that teachers vary widely in (among other things) (a) 11(;1,1 they

utilize time in the classroom, (b) how they manage classroom activities, (-) how

they select and- design classroom learning tasks, (d) how -actively they teach and

commimicate with Students about classroom learning tasks, and (e) the expectations

and academic standards that they hold for themselves, peers, their classes, nd

for individual students. Not only do teachers vary across these dimensions,

\

,research demonstrates that these aspects of.classroom life are rolated to student

achievement. Research also shows that student factors mediate between teaching,

and learning; A, major-goal of this paper -is to describe these research Cindings.

liowever, we also want to go beyond the information given in research reports

and suggest how particular patterns of classroom behavior hinder or facilitate

student achievement. In attemptingto Conatruct explanatory srguments, We Will

of necessity draw upon a variety of research studies and frameworks beyond those

Mention4ed above. Explanations concerning how specific.praCtices relate Lo

achievemont should be viewed as speculative, because classroom research has not

been desioned nor conducted in a way which facilitates EleorY building And theory

testtag;

Time and Learning
2

Theories of Time and Learning

One major.set of theories views time as an-economic variable; or A resource

which can be manipulated by educators to optimize school-productivity, A second

2
Many.of the descriptive statements in this section are contained in the

papei' prepared for the Commission by Nancy Karweit.
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type of theory views time as a psychological variable which mediates the teach--:

ing an0 learning process. Most models of learning whichAncorporate this view

are based on the work of Carroll (1963), who suggested that learning was a

function of the time spent learning a teak divided by the time needed to learn

the tack (although most research only takes into account the farmer aspect of

Carroll's theory).

Measures of Learning Time

Thore are several measures of instructional time (lecture and seatwork):

sCheduled and actual days per school year, and scheduled and adtual instruc-

tional time per subject.. Although the days scheduled per school year are fair-

ly uniform across states, recent limited data.on length of school days indi

cate some variability among grade levels. 'The amount of time allocated to a

particular topic varies considerably froM.school to school and from classroom

to :lassroom. Furthermore, once instruction in a subject has begun, studies

iihow that the aCtual time, spent on instruction varies among classrooms accord-

ing to such factors as grouping practices instructional techniques, class

size, student ability distribution, number and length of interruptions, the

ability of the teacher to manage the classrooM, etc. :EatiMates differ, but

studies basically indicate that only about 50-60% of the school :Jay

ly used for instruction.

4 fifth, and .more refined measure of learning time irs'student engagement,

or on-tDsk behavior. Recent 'observational stud%es suggest that popil!,i are ern

task about 70% to 75% of the time. 14,1?wever, although variations in amount oC

time-on-task occur across days,-students, and classrooms, li,ttle research has

attempted to ascertainthe sources of this variation: stUdent factors, ClaSs-

room toaching practices, or day-to-day Cluctuations.. It is clear from a vart-

ety of Ltudies, though,- that teachers' beliefs and behaviors are strongly cola-

I:ime utilization Schmidt 6 Buohmann, in pre:3s),
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Concerning student factors, studies show that highability, high-

aptitude, and female students tend to have higher rates of on-task behav

ior. During certain periods of the year,such as those in close proximity

to holidays, and generally on,Mondays and Fridays, students are likely to

have lower engagement rates. The BTES study (Fisher et al., 1980) indi-

cates that some classes vaL,y.as much-as 40% in rat1S,of attentiveness.

This variability in engagement is associated with many of the'same'factovs

that affe,:t actual time devoted to instruction in a subject 'teachers'

Managerial abilities, classroom composition, mode instruction, etc.

Mode of instruction is a manipulable vai"iable which has been shown to

be related to engagement. Usingthe BTES data, Rosenshine found that.

engagemeht,was 70% during,,unsupervised seatwork and 84% during teacher-led

discussion. These differences are important because, stiadentss;pend about

70% of'..-UaS'sroom time doing seatwork, a practice necessitated by grouping,

...krowevc.c, Alether whole- or small-group instruction is better depends opoa

whether the losses in time through grouping are compensated for by- (1-

)

creased quality of group, instruction (appropriate seatwork tasks, inst.:rut:-

tion which is better matched to students' ability). HoweVer, as will be

argued later in the paper, moSt empirical evidence suggests that too often

classroom designs that call for large amounts of student seatwork are

marked by insufficient procedural details and tasks that are poorly watched

with student ability ( Anderson, 1981; Doyle, 1982).

It should be clear from this discussion that many factors affect

student learning time, and as one moves from more general measUres of time

(e.g., days allocated) to more specific onea,(timeon-task), the amount of

learning time is reduced. DeSpite the focus here on time-on-task, it is in

many rz:spects-the factor which is.least relevant to policy. Many variables
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whic:,:h affect student. engagement (sex, aptitude, interest) are either

difficult or impossible to change.. On'the other hand, research shows

that facrs such as. instructional °practices, organizational variables,

and student absenteeism have sizable influences on amount -of learning

time available.

Studies of Time and Learning

Most recent 'studies of time and learning involve engaged -time,

reflecting the opinion of many persons that an indisputable relation-

ship Iwts been established between engaged time and amount of learning

(HarnisChfezer & Wiley, 1976; Borg, 1980; Sirotnik, 1982). However,

others aL'e more qualified in their support of this relationship (Kepler,

1980; Husen, 1967; Karweit, 1976). Thus, although there is jmich evidence

that tind-on-task is important, reasonable doubt about the generalizability

of thdse studies and the magnitude of the effects justifies a careful

review, Karweit's revieW concentrates on eight "more recent" studies of

the effect of timeon-task on-learning.

The Beginning Teacher E\;aluation,Study (FiSher et al:, l980) is

probably the most Widely known study to examine the effects of time on .

learning. One hundred. fifty.students (six from each of 25 classrooms).

in gr:Ads 2 and 5 who scored in .the 30th to. 60th percentiles On specially

designed reading and math pre- and post-content tests participated in the

major phase of this study. Duringa 17-week period allocated-time.per con .

tent area and per pupil was recorded and target,students were observed.

Results of this study showed that amount of time teachers allocated\Lo.

instruction Ln a particular content area, was positively associated with stu-

dent ldarning in that subject and the proportion.of allocated time studerlts

were engaged was also-positively associated with learning. Further; the



iiroportl,in of time that reading and mathematics tasks were performed with

success, or Academic Learning Time (ALT), was positively associated-

with tamt scores. However, when ALT was divided into four separate vari-

ables and regression analyses were run for each grade and each Subtest

(with the individual student as the unit of analysis), there were-signifi-

cant cesidual variances on only 35% of the subtests. Furthermere, the

vegcssion weights indicate that a substantial amount of- additional time

would be needed to make noticeable changes in students' achievement scores.

There are several problems with the,BTES studyf such ast difficdity

of controlling for pre-achievement, the use of short, criterion-referenced

.tesis, and the use of "percent easy" and "perdent hard": to calculate ALT

for individual pupils. Aln fact, when class-level analyses were.conducted

on the'BTES data -.(Fisher, Dishaw & Marliave, 1978) none .showed any signifi-

'cant effects of any time variable on any test SCores. Karweit concludes

that it is likely that the BTES. did not find stronger effects because the

effects themselves'were weak, not because of methodological or statistical

artifaCIs.

....

Several other studies of upper elementary and junior hi.gh classes

(Edmindston,& Rhoades, 1969; Lahaderne, 1967; Cobb, 1972; Smith, 1979;

Sell a Davidson', 1981; Evertson Emmer & CleMents, 1981; Karweit SlaVin,

1.981)- have found engagement measures- ("attention" was the time measure

eight studies) to be related to achievement in the range of '.25 to

With initial ability controlled, the partial correlation between achieve-

ment -Ind the engagement variables was-.00 to .43.

Conclusions: Karweit Review

Although:Karweit's review focuses on studies of Student engaged Limp,

studi,s generally show that only about 55% of the school day ts used foe
0.
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instruci;ion. School districts and schools might therefore want to

ex'amina general factors such as classroom interruptions and consider

new methods of organization.

Another general finding of time studies, that student engagement

rates ace tower during seatwork than teacher-led instruction, must be

viewed ,auti.ously. Karweit suggests that if seatwork is carefully

.iesigned a.od appropriate to students' ability levelsrouping may be

a more eMcient method of instruction than whole-class teaching,

partiularly in classes with pupils of diverse abilities. However, to

reiterate, extant data suggest that seatwork assignments are often

poorly conceived and insufficiently monitored.

That these studies .yielded weak and inconsistent relationships

betwen time-on-task and learning after ability was partialLed out has

import.Int implications for Classroom organization. That is, theories

of clat:sroom learning (and subsequent studies of time and learning)'

-Mould be based mere on accommodating student diversity in ability

;-

(e.g., grouping praCties) and on quality-of instruction-(e,q., nature-

of subject matter; content, within Subject matter, mode of instruction',

inStruCtional pace; appropriateness of seatwork) rather than on elle-

cated time. per se..

Tio same amount of learning time can have dramatically different

consequeaceS, depending-upon classroom and individual student factors,

and.lea'cning dependS upon both student attention and appropriate

instruction. This dynamic view of learning assumes that factors affect-

ing classroom learning vary-over time (e.g., student interest instruc-

tional ;lace) and that on-going events in classrooms affect this varia-'
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Problems with Research

Karweit concludes from her review of eight*studies of engagement

rates. that the relationship between time and learning is "weak and in-

consistent." Nevertheless, low to moderate correlations between atten-

tion and learning existed (.09 - .43), even when ability was statistical-

ly controtled.

Ftveof the studies she reviewed used "attention" as a measure of

time, but we do not know how attention was operationally defined or

measured, A related problem is shown in research by Peterson and Swing

(1982), who interviewed students who had been taught a lesson on prob-

ability. They found that some students who appeared to be paying

attention to lectUres or class discussions were actually thinking about

other thingS, such as how they would perform in comparison to other

puptls if they were called on. Peterson 'and Swing found that attending

as measured by a student's reSponses to an interview was a better pre-

dictor of achievement than attendig measures based on classroom observa-

tions.

One study Karweit reviews included high school students,.and two

were of junior high students, where one might not expect to find as much

variability in on-task behavier as in elementary schools. Diverse means

were also used to measure learning4 although only two stt.dies (BTES and

Evertson et al.) used content-specific tests, which might increase the

correlation between time and learning.

Other Studies t.

Others wilO have reviewed different studies have concludedthat

there t* a moderate. relationship between time and learning.(Rosen-

shine, l979; Stuck, 1980; Caldwell, Huitt Graeber, 1982; Wyne CSbuok,

9
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1982), Wyne and Stuck (1982) review time and learning research from the

perspective (yr the classroom teacher. They also point out that in inter-

preting this re parch one must consider methodological issues such as

the diverse operational definitions of time used. As the level of time

becomes more refined (from days ailocated.to ALT), the correlations be-

tween time and learning become. stronger. Further, -a wide variety of

method:::: has been used to collect data. A thirdproblem ts that.most of

the..:;e st:udies are correlational and thus we cannot infer a cause-and-

effect relationship between time and learning. According to Wyne and

Stuck (1982), the practice in time and learning research of testing the

corretatirms among a large number of variables and, reporting only those

which aro significant is questionable. They also point out (as does

Karweit) thatIstudies vary in the unit of analysis they use to analyze

data (student, class, school)..

Caldwel L, Huitt, and Graeber (1982) also emphasize th,,, various

levels of time. They Computed LoW Average, Average, and aigh Average
-

-amounts of various time measures available for schooling -(daily and

yearly) fvoM data reported in four studies. Among their imPortant find-

ings were that allocated time for basic skills in the low=average situa-

tion was abOut two-thirds-that of the average situation but only half

as much in the high-average situation. Time allocated for mathema-

tics was about one-third that for reading/language Arts. (t was evident

Ahat small changes in daily allocations of time, engagement rate, or ALT

could 'result in large changes over the course of a year.

LElicaIions of Time Studies

Whnt, then, cart We say about time utilization and educational prac.

tice? Maay educators believe that the U.S. should consider lengthening

1 0
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the school year and the school day in order to increase achievement and

to keep pace with countries -uch as Japan and Russia, 'Where students

attend school for longer periods. They point out that the current nine

month allotment is a carry-over from a time when the U.S. was an agricul-

tural society. Although gross time measures su6h as available or allo-

cated time necessarily place maximum limits 'on the amount of time avail-

able for instruction, it is likely that there may be optimal levels of

time, and that these may vary according to students' backgrounds, ages,

subject matter, and other factors.

Aside from increases in these more general measures of time, Wyne

and Stuck (1982) rightly point out that a primary chlracteristic of

effective instruction is teacher behavior that leads to increased oppor-

tunity to learn and high levels of student time on task. They suggest

that teachers: (1) begin and end lessons on time; (2) reduce transition

time between tasks and activities in a lesson; (3) minimize confusing or

repetitious directions, distractions, and interruptions; and (4) monitor

all pupils at all times. Perhaps, most important in increasing engage-

ment rates and achievement, however, are teacher behaviors related to

classroom organization and 21_,:lity 'of instruction such: as grouping prac-.

1

tices, mode of instruction, ta3t struce, etc.. In making any aitera-

tions in their behavior or ,11743 om uanization, ,teachers will have to

consider their own teaching abilities and classroom contexts.

It appears to us that time measures do tonsistently relate to stu-

dent dohievement but that thts relationship is not always substantial

(although these relationships are positive and range from weak to moder-

ate). When used with appropriate qualifications, time can be an impor-

tant measure for analyzing classroom productivity. Still, we share

Karweit's perspective that time measures are only a proxy for student
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achievement and perhaps the most pressing question to answer is why time

measures are not more fully related.to achievement. Even precise meas-

ures of time (e.g., academic learning time) cannot be used for direct

evaluative purposes because time measures are not powerful predictors of

achievement (for an especially thorough critique of time measure8 see

Griffin, Confrey, & Webb, 1981).

Among the many reasons that time measures do not predict achieve-

ment better is the fact that curriculum, tasks students are assigned can

be inappropriate or irrelevant even though students appear to be "en-

gaged." As we shall see later in tbis paper, students are sometimes

poorly prepared for seatwork assignments (teachers fail to provide stu-

dents with an adequate rationale or motivation for doing the wdrk or do

not give students adequate procedural directions or sufficient inforta-

tion about the concept being studied), areasSigned taSks that fill time

but do not logically extend students' understanding of subject matter

content, and ar4, not given evaluative feedback about c1As8 work. Under

such conditions one would not expect time-on-task to predict student

achievement.

It is likely.that measures of engaged time tend to,show atleast

some correlation with student achievement becaUse even superficial task

involvement suggests that (1) the teacher possesses minimal managerial

skills, (2) the teacher has negotiated some compliance with students,

(3) there is some apparent agreed upon direction and purpose in the

class, and (4) at least some of the time students reflect upon assigned

work

Quality of Time: Student Effort

We suspect that unless the content on which students spend, time is

examined as well as the quantity of the time spent in specific settings,
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relatiolwipt between time and achievement.will remain relatively weak..

Recent 4ok reported by Robert Pace in a paper fOr the COmmission illus-

trates the potential of-studying effort from a qualitative rather than a

quantitative perspective.-

Pace's research was with college-age students and hit goals were to

address those questions: What is quality of effort? How is it meat-

ured? Hc.,i does quality of effort relate to student satisfaction and

performaroe? He made the fundaMental observation that learning requires

an invest-ment of time and effort by students and he noted that time i14 a

frequent:y dimension whereas effort is a qUality dimension. He asked

students questions about their college work and assessed not only

whetheo 3tudents spent time on certain activities, but also the quality

of theio Ifforts (e.g., preparation - merely taking notes and read-

ing Apil. ,oaking outlines of class nOtes and/or attempting to explain the

materL to someone else . routine visit with faculty member tO

check on reading list vs. substantive conversation with faculty member).

Ea predicting student achievement (a variety of self-report percep-

tions improvement in the ability to write, etc.), Pace found that

before .tinsidering his quelitytof effort meatures he could account for

somewh.ivo betwen 2.4%' and 36% of the results on criterion measure;-3, ThLs

is almoti: oxactly what many past ttudies have zlhOwn. However, whon the

quality of effort measures were added, he coultiexplain from 39% to 47%

of Uie erformance on the criterion . . . a substantial increase, and

frelo .;;o 15 perCentage-points more than past research. His important

new Con,:lution was that although various factors influence who goeS

witeve ollege once the students get the:re what ceunes most in tevIm3

eyf e,4k,ii(ty gains is 'not who they are or where they are but what they do:
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?aoe notes that time-on7task has been shown in many research stud-

ies to be an important factor in explaining achievement; however, he

notes that compared to quality of effort, time-on-task is a relatively

weak explanation. Time spent on academic tasks is important, but qual-

ity of the time expenditure is more important. We now turn attention to-

classroom management--ote of the Ways teachers can improve time utiliza-

tion ln. the classroOm.

Classroom Management

Tn the 1960's it was popular to view classroom management as class-

room discipline and considerable emphasis was placedupon what to do

-after students misbehaved. A researCh paradigm initiated by Kounin

(1970) :knd validated and expandedupon by a number of researchers in the

past Ce,y years has strongly-illustrated that good classroom managers are

not shaLply differentiated in terms of how they react to student miSbc---
.havior. Rather, the key behaviors that distinguish good classroom manag-

ers are techniques which prevent misbehavior by eliciting student cooper--

ation and invOlvement in assigned work.

Im ortant Management Behaviors

Kounin (1970) studied teachers who had classes with relatively i*jh

engagement rates and infrequent discipline problems-and tried to deter-

mine how these teachers managed classes. in contrast to other teachers.

He identifiz)d five major variables which differentiated effective and

ineffectiVe managers: withitness, smoothneie, momentumi alerting, and

accountability. Brief definitions of these terms follow.

Withitness refers to the extent to which a teacher:communicates

awarenes8 of student behavior. One basic operational definition used by

Kounin Co-meaSuring withittess was the ratio of the nuMber of :times. Ube

teacher $Jtopped misbehavior appropriatelY (e.g., sanctioned the right
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student or Itopped the,misbehavior before it became more serious) to the

total number of teacher attempts to stop misbehavior.

DLEL1am1122 refers to a teacher's ability to deal with two or more

.issues at the same time. Kounin found that some teachers could deal

with multiple events at the same time, whereas other teachers became tot)

involved In one activity, and neglected the other.

Smoothness is a teacher's ability to move through an instructional

sequence without interrupting academic work by providing irrelevant in-

formation to students or by not overresponding to classroom behavior

that Is not interfering with classroom work. A negative example of

smoothness would be a teacher's request for a Student to pick Up a piece

of trash duz-ing a public lesson,' thereby delaying all sthdents and break-

ing their concentration on the leSson.

Momentum refers to avoiding behavior that slows down a lesson un

.necessarily,. Teachers who continue to complain about a student's behav-

ior after he/she is back on task; those Who slowly pass out work.sheets

to the class one at a time;. or teachers who dwell on an academic topic

longer that is- nedessary for student understanding all illustrate poor

motile a tum .

A1ectin2 behaviors are teachers' attempts -to keep students eayaged

in t..a:sks by telling students that :their work will be examined or

checked, !F,xamples of-alerting during recitation lessons include teach-

ers' calling on 'students randomly, or reminding studentS that they may

be asked to comment upon responses of other students, During individual

seatwewk, the:teacher may,Alert students, by tellingthem that their work

will a checked in a few minutes,
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Accountability is defined as the extent to which teachers follow up on

their alerting behaviors. Do teachers actually ask students to respond to

the answers of other students (after alerting students to that possibil-

ity)? Feom Kounin's standpoint, the purpose of. alerting behaviors is to

keep students involved (e.g., listening even though another student is re-

sponding); whereas, accountability teacher behaviors assess student perform-

ance (e.g., did they listen).

Teachers differed considerably on specific management dimensions as

welt as combinations Of meaSures (high on withitness but low on alerting).

Maj_22.2ement and Student Behavior

Kounin found that withitness, smoothness, momentum, alerting, account-

ability, and overlapping were all positively and at least moderately corre-

lated wLth student involvement in classroom lessons. Kounin's (1970) basic

findings have been expanded somewhat. For example, researchers have subse-

1...,

quently noted that teachers can alert or engage in too much adcountability

as-well as too little). Fundamentally, however, Kounin's'work has been con-

sistently-replicated by follow-up research and remains an important source

of information about classroom management,

Morcently, Kounin and GuMp (1974) studied 596 videotape lessOns-

and found that teadhers of more successful lessons UessOns which had high .

er student involvement provided continuous, explicit cues for appropriate

behavior and insulated students from external intrusions.

Other Management Research.

Emmeri Evertson, and Anderson (1980) studied 27 third-grade teachers

during the Eirst week of school as well as throughout the remainder of the

year. These investigators attempted to identify teachers who had compar-

.abto classes at the beginning of the year but differed in their management



effectiveness (degree of student involvement in lessons) during the.,year.

.The findings of this study suggest that the form of the manageMent system

is pot as important as the qualitx with which it is implemented. The

authors state:

Both groups of teachers had rules and procedures for their classes.

What distinguished the more effective Managers was the degree to which

the rules and procedure's were integrated into a workable system and

how effectively the sstem was taught to the children . . The better

managers typically sPent Considerable time during he first week

lr
explaining and reminding studentS of the rules. Their pupils were not

uniformly "ready" after the first day or two, and several ofthe teach-

ers had relatily high amounts of off-task behavior at first. How-

ever, they taught the pUpils to behaye appropriately, through a

variety of means (pp. 224-225).

Although effective managers differed from ineffective managers because

of uniqUe techniques they used (which less effective Mgnagers failed to,:

use), the effective managers were superior primarily becaUse, of their clear

expectations, commitment to teach these classrbom routines, and their syste

matic follow-through:

Evertson and Anderson (1979) report that at.the beginning of the year

effective managers spent more time helping Students to behave appropriat

ly. These teachers had carefully thought Out procedures for how students

could get assptance, line up, turn work in, and general Standards for

classroom conduct, and they-communicated this infOrmation to students.

SOme teachers had.to "teach" these skills daily; whereas effective managers

taught them systematiCally only at the beginning of the school yedr. Al-

though it seems a small point, it is amazing how much time teacher:4 can

save by teaching simple routines and procedural expectations :to s Wdent:-.3

1 7
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early in the year. Some teachers lose valuable instructional time every

day by.failing to build in managerial routines (e.g., the teacher who talks

five minutes at the start of the period to students who were absent the day

before while neglecting the rest of the class).

Evertson and Anderson report that better managers were else; more care-

ful monitors Of student behavior and dealt With misbehav-or more quickly

than Less effective managers. More effective managers alerted students to

the behaviors they expected and held students accountable for those behav-

iors. To the extent that students internalized these rules, they could

monitor their own behavior more continuously ( .g., they knew when and how

to get help from other students about missed assignments). Internalizing

classroom norms for conduct and procedures not only makes the individual

learner more.efficient (e.g., minimal time wondering about when or how to

approaA2h the teacher for feedback), it minimizes the number of situations

that demand overlapPing teacher skills.

Researchers elsewhere have shown that more effective managers not only

exhibit different patterns of behavior in their daily lessons (more withit-

ness) but they al80 vary from other teachers in how they structure the in-

structional year initially. In a study-that compared how beginning teach-

ers .started the year with a group of "best" teachers-(who had been nominat-7

ed.bY'classroom students), Moskowitz and Hayman (1976) found that.goOd

teaChers spent more time setting expectations and establishing behavior pat-

terns on the first day than did begining teachers. However, "best" teach-

'ers were also More.willing to accePt and use student- ideas than were begin-

ning teachers. Hence, despite soMe pOpular shibboleths to the contrary,

teachers who -are successful managers are not necessarily stern and rigid...,

They do appear to be skillful in stating expectations and listening to and,

workinc with students to be sure that wOrkable and Understandable rules re



established and enforced (workable and shared expectations are probably

more important cOnditions than who initiates the rules). Simply put, these

teachers _teach norms for appropriate behavior in the'classreom.

Junior high research. In general,_research in secondary schools sug-

gests a similar relationship between teacher behavior and student involve-

ment. For example, in a study, of how more and less effective junior high

teachers started the year,. Emmer and Evertson (1980) report that better

maaagt!rs set 'clearer expectations for behavior, academic work standavds,

and classreom procedures during the, first,several class meetings than did

less effective managers (although they did not.need as much time,for these

tasks as elementary school teachers). Furthermore, they found that good

managers in junior high schools (as in elementary schools) monitored stu-

dents ,t1d dealt with 'inappropriate behavior promptly.

How Proactive Behaviors Enhance Involvement

Teachers who are successful managers start the year by establishingi

rules .ind procedures (some announce--others negotiate) and by communicatin

to students general expectations about what constitUteS, appropriate class-.

-room-behavior. Other teachers who are ambiguous -qbout their4pehaviOral

expectations spend much time attempting to clarify expectations. Students

in thesc teachers' classes may spend considerable time wondering (sometimes.

justly :,o) whether their behavior is -inappropriate or not. In effective

manager; 000ms it is thus easier to know what is expected; and it is

eaSier for students and teathers to monitor classroom behavior because. they

Can distinguish appropriate from inappropriate.behavior.

It Is important that teachers who establish rules actively monitor and

Lleal with inappropriate behaVior (especially serious misbehaV,ior). Effee-

tive managers may therefore sanction more behavior during, the first three

-Or four lays of-the year than do other teachers. Because st14-0nts

19
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eventually begin to engage in fewer off-task behaviors, it soon becomes

even easier for the teacher to moniter.the class (few disruptionsto attend

to) and to sanction behaVior,appropriately (e.g., correct the right student

.fcr his/her misbehavior). Failure to follow up on inattentive, disruptiVe

behavior suggests to students that the teacher is mot serious about main-

taining rules and such behavior .encourages students to do as they please.

Jimilarly, a teacher who consistently reprimands the wrong student (e.g.,- a,

student who did not misbehave or a student who'joined hut did not initiate

the misbehavior) indicates teiStudents that he/she does not have the skills._

to maintain a management system (why not misbehave if you're as likely t

be sanctioned for misbehavior when attending to assigned,tasks as you are

when actually misbehaving?). If teachers exhibit a lack of purpose, and/or

a lack of interest in maintaining a management system, it is likely that

:itudents will ignore the teacher and classroom 'rules much of dne time.

if teachers establish reasonable and workable rules, expect; compli-

ance, monitor the class, and insist upOn appropriate-behavior when neces-

sary, we believe that students will, understand the teaCher's seriousness

and purposefulness about ClassrooM management and will begin to internalize

classroom rules, expectations,..and procedures.

Ui addition to establishing procedural and .behavioral expectattons,

:teachers mustalso demand that students use .their-time to complete curri .

culum i:Asks. (as we will see later, the quality of teaching, supervision,

and cureiculuM tasks Vary widely). Effective managers assume that fit1.1.--

'dents will complete assignmentS and hold students adeountable fr w0t*.

-.Students know what to do:when they finish assignments' and do not waste

-time trying to determine the next step. hat is, effective managers

construct clasSroom environments in which expectations for student ...Tehav'.

ior aro continuous.

2 0
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some classrooms teachers make it difficult for studentS (as well

as teachers) to monitor their oWn behavior. For example, following a
4!,

demonstration lesson such a teacher might assign seatwork but say, "If

you work now you won't have homework." Such statements and expectations

make students' classroom role ambiguous. Presumably, students can do

the work'now or later.:,. Hence, when students .choose not to do seatwork

it .ts difficult to tell if their behavior is appropriate or inappropri-

ate. Furthermore, there is the question of what these students .will

-do while other pupils are likely engaged -in seatwork.

OR contrast; more effective managers are likely to make a transi-

*tion from demonstration to seatwork in the following way. "Now you do

problems 15-30 at your deaks. In ten minutes We will check to see what

progn:Iss you have made and correct any problems we encounters If you:

have difficulty with a. problem do the next one and I'll:be around-1:o

-help you,. Get started now." Here the students' role is clear; under

all conditions students should be,attempting to do assigned work

even ;.E. .1-ley encounter difficulty they know to proceed to the next prob-

lem,

0.1.of these aspects of management mUst be in place.for the sys-

tem. to work For example, teachers who build general credibiLil.;y

students during the first few days. of school, eX'plicitly estabish learn.=

.

-iny goals on a daily basis, and who build in continuous criteria for

helping students to know what is expected.of them at a given moment witl

soon loae students if their Work .is not checked on a regular basis

Doyle, in a paper:for the CommissiOnargues that accountability

drives the task sy0tem and that-students tend to take seriously only

that work for which-they are held accountable. We share his belief that'

accountability is important and we echo his cOntention that teachers

21
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need to learn the importance of accountability and explore ways in Which

accountability can be handled creatively and construCtively in class-.

rOOMS.

. *
We have discussed some classroom management variables that relate

to student chieVement and have offered some tentative explanations

about why these variables.influence student achievement. In essence, a

good oanagement.system announces intentions and makes it'possible to

actively ,aonitor teacher and student behavior to:-.see.if progress is

being made in shared goals. 'Such information increases the understand

ing of students who are intrinsically motivated by school tasks and

teachers concerning how to proceed and do well in the classroom.. A

managemen;; .:ystem helps to establish necessary-conditions for students

without these orientations tO learn self-control and to engage in aca-

demic tasks With the understanding that classroom rewards-and priv4.1eges

are associated with personal progress on assigned tasks.

AlOng similar lines, Doyle argues that without highly- developed

management skills a teacher.will rely on simplistic and routine assign-

ments which elicit cooperation from students, especially%Students who

are inclined toward.disruptive activities.

SUMMar42ind ConclUsiens

tn this section we have described some classroom managerial vari-

ables thrtt are associated with student achievement. Good management

skill8 provide a necessary.structure (but not a sufficient one) Cor

active classroom learning,. We believe that poOrly managed classes in-'

'hibit students' involVement in the instructiOnal program and negatively

affeet learning outcomes, Although we have not eXamined the research

base Ln any detail, the correlational evidence relating the management

behavior:I revieWed here to student achieVement is, very 7.on8isteht and
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the obtained relationships are typically at least moderate (Brophy,

1979 . Fitrtllermore, there is growing experimental evidence that. the

managerial principles discussed above can be taught tO teachers, who can

use them to improve student attention to assigned work (e.g., Anderson

et al., 1979; Good, Grouws,& Ebmeier, in press).

Considering management research and the availability,of materials

for teaching Managerial Skills to teachers (Good & Brophy, 1978; in

press; Emmer et al., 1980) it is important that this information be con-

Veyed to preservide (and inservice) teachers. There is.much new informa-

tion about classroom management that was not widely accepted or under-

stood a decade ago. It is not clear, however, how widely these ideas

are held and disseminated by many teacher educators, We find it surpris-

inu that many recent teacher graduates are unaware of managerial con-

cepts like "withitness" and "overlapping" which have repeatedly been

demonstrated to be important considerations in effective mapagement.

Teachers' unfamiliarity with these concepts is especially surprising

when one considers that many teacher educators believe that classroom

Jnanagement iS an important teaching task. The access that,we have to

teachers from many different institutions is limited, and our perspec-

tive on this issue may be inappropriately biased- However, Ken Howey

(personal communication) suggests that his survey of over 200 teacher

edudation institutions supports this view. It woUld seem that schools

of education, aS well as Staff development programs, need to integrate

findings from management research into their academic curricula.

Alt.hough we advecate greater dissemination of Management research,

certain qualifications must be considered when related findings are

applied. First, effective managers in the research reviewed here.
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thought about the needs of their studentS and adjusted their teaching to

particular classes. These teachers appeared to be good. decision makers.

Although better.managers seemed to build a communication system that

helped students tO identify how to respond appropriately without teacher

direction in the classroom, Emmer et al: (1980) noted that they also had

a sense of students' perceptions and needs. That is, in contrast to

other teachers, effective managers first taught students rules related

to iltetr most immediate needs (e.g., where to put the lunch box, how to

obtain permission to use the bathroom, etc.). Effective managers were

also more likely to apprOpriately consider the following factorS in rola-

tion to lesson design: (a) attention span of students; (b) relation

9f lesson content to students' interests; (c) appropriate work stand-

ards; and (d) assurance of reasonably high level of student success.

Et thus seeMs that in addition to an understanding df management tech-

niques, teachers must also possess a keen understanding of how 'students

:learn and develop.

Although extant researCh yields important, practical knowledge, we

need.more research to assist in understanding how management strategieS

influence student learning in various classroom contexts, The boun

darie bet-een instruction and management become "blurred" upon examine-

tioh, The managerial or instructional- issues which are important to

teachers will Vary, depending upon the subject matter and whether teach-

ers pursue process or product goals. For example, to a teacher interest-

ed in student achievement in:mathematics, student attentiveness and par-

ticipation largely managerial. issues: From the standpoint of a

social.studie8 teacher pursuing process goals, the form of attentiveneSS

rn1 level of participation may be instructional issues.
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This discussion is included to remind the reader that clasarooM

management has traditionally been viewed as a product variable (e.g.,

maintain student attention). Besearch has yielded important facts and

conCepts concerning management, but it seems important to realize that

other ways of viewing this variable have not been explored. We concur

with Brophy (1979), who advocates the study of instructional issues.'

whidl ive. independent of classroom management. In order to do so, how:-

ever, better definitions, of management and instruction than presently

exist will be needed'and these issues should be Studied both from pro-

cess.ahd product perspectives. In addition, future researchers must

better. Qonceptualize . whx some classroom managenent strategies work and

test sperAfid theoretical arguments. Similar attention should be paid

, to why and how teachers who were observed to be effective (Without inter-

ventirin) developed their- managerial strategies',

Cn particular, reaparchers should examine how teachers', classroom

management styles influence student initiative and self-control. Stu-

dents need structure-and purposeful direction, but they must'also have

the Opportunity to learn to determine their own objectives and to devel-

op stratpgies fer evaluatingp;4bgress in self-chosengoals. Such abiLi-

tios become increasingly important es, students get older.

'4e have stressed that better time utilization and appropriate Illass-

room management techniques can facilitate achievement; however, move

time .And well-managed classrooms are not likely to inCrease student

achievement unless stUdents are provided with appropriate curriculum

and instructional opportunities. We now turn to a discussion of recent

reseaet:h on these topics
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Active Teachin

Ta *)1L1r. opinion a major contribution of the research of the 1970's

wati to demonstrate that teachers make an important difference in student

learning in basic subjects. This point is now well documented, .To some

this claim seems only common sense; however, many have argued that teach-

ers. and even scholing, Make no substantial contribution to students'

intelloeltual development. ResearCh conducted in the 1970's indicates

tht f...omr, teacher behaviors are associated with increased student

*.mever,.these large-sca1e.investigations. have shown con-

siderable variation in how teachers use instructional time. Concerning

educational policy, it thus seems that the use of public funds bo ade

quately Lrain teachers is a wise and necessary investment if student

achieliemz.Int is to ,be,enhanced.

(t is beyOnd the purpose of this paper to describe the recent re-

search an teacher effectiveness, but it, is useful to illustrate the i.rn .

plications of these studies by briefly describing one program of re

.searc17... For more details the reader can consult the parier prepared by

Good foDk', the Commission or see Good, Grouws, and Ebmeier (in press).

Missouri Mathematics Program

AbOut ten years ago, bou4 Grouws and I became interested 'in trying

'to determine whether or not teachers made a difference in mathematics:

larnthg. 1e decided to study mathematic's because we felt that.iL wet;

ar :important part of the eleme tary.school curriculum and that teacher

effeCts would be more-evident in mathematics than in subjects like -read-.

'do wanted to avoid,as much aS possible subjects where teaching

influence might be contaminated by home influences (e.g. , most parents

won't lttempt -to teach l'new" mathematics),
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Tha pUrpose of the original study was to determine whether it was

possible; to identify teachers who were consistent (aCross different

groups of'students) and relatively effective or ineffective, using stu-

dent perCormance on the IoWa Test of Basic Skills as-an:operational cri=

terion. ba brief, results showed that highresidual mean achievement, .

scores were strongly associated with Several teacher behaviors:

( ) generally clear instruction and availability of information to stu-

dents as needed (process feedback, in particular); (2) a non-evaluative

and relaxed learning environment which was task fOcused; (3).higher

achievement expectations (more homeWork, faster pace); and (4) class-

rooms which were relatively free of major behavioral disorders,

Teachers who obtained high student achievement test scores were

active teachers. They gave meaningful and clear presentations of what

ans to be learned, provided developmental feedback when it was needed,

structured A-common seatwork.assignment, and responded to indi'vidual

students' needs fOr help. These teachers presented,meaningful cqntent,

Iput-they also seemed to listen to and learn from student responses

(e.g., reteaching.when student perfOrmance indicated the need)., Effec-

tive teachers also encouraged students to participate actively and to

initiate academic questiona'When appropriate. Indeed, these teachers

were helping students to be active learners:

Elementary school 'experiments. We were pleased that-some consis-:'

tent differences between relatively,effective and ineffective mathema-

tics teachers could be found incorrelational research.- However, at

that point we only had a. description of how more and less effective,

teachers (in our sample) behaved differently, We did not know if teach-

ers who did not-teach the way more effective .teachers did could. change.

;;Itei. behavior or whether students would benefit if teachers were

2 7
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trained to use new, Methods. To answer these questions., we develOped a

training program,(combining information about how effective teachers

behaved in the naturalistic study with other research findings) and con-

ducted an experimental study todetermine what effects the progrdat,would

have on teacher behavior and stUdent achievement in fourth-grade-,class--

rooms,

Cn writing the training program, we characterized teaching as-a

system of instruction with the following features: .(1) instructional

activity is initiated and reviewed in the context of meaning:- (2) stu=

_-
dents are prepared for each leSson stage to enhance involvement and 1;6

minimize errors; (3) the principles of distributed and sucCessful prac-

tic0 are built into the program; (4) active teaching is demanded espc-
,

cially in the developmental portion of the lesson (when the teaCher .

explains.a concept being studied, its importance, etc.)..'

Observers4 records indicated that the experimental teachers imple-

mented the program very well (withthe exception of certain recommenda-

tions-concerning how to conduct the developmental pOrtIon of the Lesson).

Pre- and post-testing with the SRA standardized achievement test tndi-

oated that after two and one-half Months of the program, students in

experimental classrooma scored fivemonths higher than those in control,

classrooms. ReSults on a content test which attempted to more closely

.match the .material that .teaChers were preaenting than did the- standard-

ized tests also Showed an advantage for experimental classes (foe

details, see GOod,C, Grouws, 1979),

Pre- and post-testing on a ten-item attitude scale revealed that

experimental students reported significantly more favorable attitudes

at the,end of the experiment than did control students, Also, it is

important to note that anonymous feedback from'teachers in the projo,A:
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indicated that they believed the program was practical and that they.

planned to continue using it in the future. Research elsewhere indicates

that teachers have a favorable reaction to the program, even when it

is presented and discussed without the involvement df the developers

(Keziah, 1980; Andros & Freeman:1981).

HOwever, it iS important to qualify these findings. Although our

results suggested that the treatment generally worked (i.e., the means

eacil cell were in favOr of the treatMent groupY, the program more

beneficial for certain combinations of teachers and students than for

others. The data collectively indicated that teachers who implemented,

the model got good results, yet some teachers used more facets of the

program than did other teachers (see tbemeir & OOod, 1979, for details).

Secondary school experiment. Considering the relatively successful

results of experimental work at the elementary school level, we were

very much interested in expanding our inquiry to secondary classrooms.

Our research at the secondary level involved a strong control for Haw-

thorne effects (as did the elementary school work) and our findings

again indicated that some teachers implemented the program more (Tully

than others. Among many findings were the following: (a) the average

implementation score correlated significantly with students' attitudes

toward mathematics, and (b) instructional time spent on verbal problem-

solving activities correlated significantly with students' problem-

solving achievement scores. Finally, students' performance in verbal

problem solving in both partnership (teadhers helped to modify the pro-

gram) and treatment classrooms was Supetior.to problem-solving perform-

ance io control clas8rooms, although students' general computational

.ichievoment was not affected by project participation.

2 9
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Summary of research findings. Our research-on mathematics instruc7

tiun, especially at-the elementary school level, has convinced Os that

teachers 40 make a difference in student learning,.and that inservice

teachers can be trained to teach so that they increase student perform-

ance, The system of instruction that we believe is important can be

broadly Characterized as active teaching. Active teachers presented

concepts, explained the meanings of those concepts, provided appropriate

practice nctivities and monitored those activities prior tp aSSignino

sealmork, 4fq)..e fact that these teachers appeared to look for ways to

confirm disconfirm that their presentations had been comprehended by

students'was particularly important. They assumed partial responsibil-

ity for student learning and appeared to be ready to reteach when neces-

sary.

Implications

Research on-teacher effectiveness has not yielded specific gu..6:1 -

lines abfart how to teach, but it has provided,Clear evidence that teach--

ers can and do Make a difference. Many recent articles advocate increas-

ing the quantity of teaching (more time for basic skills instruction,

more "time-on-task"). However, a more important implication of recent
#

research is that the quality of teaching needs attention. The initial

naturalistic study Of more and less effective"mathematics teachers indi
ti

cated that effective teachers,were distinguished by how they taught,

not by the amount of time they spent on mathematics. Teacherswho ob-

tained higher gains made Jpetter use of time and obtained more student

involvemistt, -but they also maintained a good balance tetween theory and

practic:0 (conceptualization, application, and drill). We believe the

most lmportant implication which teacher effectiveness research has for-

teacher education is that teachers need to be active in their teaching.
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We.Prefer the concept of active teaching rather than the term

"direct instruction" (which has been used to describe the pattern of

behavior of teachers who obtain higher-than-expected achievement from

studen), because it connotes a broader definition 'of teaching than

does the existing research base. In active teaching, the initial

style: can be inductive or deductive, and student learning can be

self-ini.tiated or teacher-initiated (eLpecially if thorough critiques

and- syntheses'tellow-student- learning attempts- Active teaching-

also connotes a broader philosophical base (active teaching can ocCur

in classrooms using a variety of classroom organizational structures),

and should become-sOmewhat'less direct as students mature and instruo-

tional go:ds are more'related to affective and process outcomes. Also,

1

active teaching techniques can be applied in both teacher-led instruc-
,

tion as well as in student team learning instilUction. Active teaching ,

is an important construct for describing-teaching. With the apparent

growing pressure for teachers to function as classroom managers rather

.4

than as instructors, teacher education programs should devote increased

time o helping teachers Understand active teaching.

Others also advocate more attention to active teachmg, including

instruction which encourages student problem solving and critjcIal

ing. i7or example, DUrkin (1979) argues that Comprehension skUls

insufficiently emphasized in reading instruction and that some educa-

tors believe that these skillS cannot be taught. Such low expectations

can obviously be self-fulfilling. Duffy And McIntyre (1982) note the

unfortunate and unproductive tendencies of teachers' to equate teaching

with' providing opportunities for practice. Currentresearoh, siggesb

that more effective teachers take the time to explain concepts,and to

31
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assess students' comprehension of material assigned to them before

extended practice is required.

Qualifications

The concept of active teaching is particularly applicable to

-basic subjects such as mathematics and reading in elementary schools

and secondary, schools when achievement goals are of primary interest.

Active teaching may be inconsistent with teachers' objectives in other

subjects (e.g., social'studies) where process goals are more important

than Product goals. The model of active teaching discussed here has

evolved from research on the short-term effects of teacher behavior on

student Achievement. Further work may enable educators to understand

how patttins of teacher behavior influence student motivation, initia-

tive, an...1 ability to learn independently. Within the context that it

has been. studied (math, reading, short-term achievement goals), however,

active teaching appears to be a consistently effective teaching method.-

These cesults may be useful for eduCators, if they do not over-react to

them. Cf . . . seen as a'set of specific behaviors or as a generic Corm,

of teaching, that transcends all settings, then it is another polemic-,

another educational Shibboleth. However-, if 'active teaching is

used a:4 an orienting concept that has to be.adjusted sensibly and sensi-

tively :(') different educational settings, then it can be valuable to

practlUoners.

Good and Doyle (in separate papers for the Commission) point out

.that if structured and actiVe teaching is used .it should focus upon the-

meaning of concepts,and helping students to initiate questionS about the

meaniftg of concepts' under study. It is hypothesized that Such a form of

strnejture(1 teed-ling will have short-term positive effects upon student
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motivation Without long-term,negative consequences for students.(e.g.,

makiuy them overly dependent upon the teacher). However, we do not yet

have information about the forms of structured teaching that optimize

both long:-term and short-term aChievement. Still, it is clear that at

.
present too many teachers-do not give students systematic, meaningful in-

struction. Although we acknowledge that:there can be too much informa-

tion pyo.:essing and modeling of pi4ObIem-soIVing processes-by -teadhers

for students, this. does .not seem to be a pervasive problem today in

American classrooms.

However, as students become older, they should assume more respon-
,

sibility for establishing their learning goals and evaluating their

performace. Unfortunately, when students are asked to accept these

responsibilities they often have not been taught self-management'skills

(eig., the Commission paper prepared by Neumann makea it clear that many

college students d'o not know how to manage time). Students need.to be

taught these skills.before they are allowed to,use them.

Why ActIve.Teaching Facilitates Achievement

Having.made some .qualifying stateMents about 'the practical value

of active-teaching, we.now suggest why active teaching relates to

HachieveMant Such cOthments are speculative, because research: whiCh

testLi theorieS has net been.condUcted; hipwever, we think it important

to at least begin to explain school-related research

11-412a. yast research has Shown that teachers vary in their be-;

havior and in their effects on students. Since the Missburi Mathematics

P.vogram focused on whole-class ,instruction, itds difficult to speculate

about its effectS'on particular learners or for specific content. ,Never-

theless, it might be inStruCtive to present,some hypothetical comments

about why the Missouri. Program appear*, to work at a general_level._
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We have evidence that-the Missouri Mathematics Program in general had

a positiv impact upon the mean performance of students in experimental

classrooms, but we have no data to explain why the program worked. The'

program was probably effeCtive because many elementary school teachers

simply do not emphasize the meaning of:the mathematicaT'ccmCepts they pre-

aent and do not actiVely teach these concepts. Too much mathematics in-_

Atruction in elementary schools involves-a-brief teacher presentation fol-

lowed by 4 long period of seatwork. Brief explanations of seatwork ("10 not

allow Cov meaningful and succestful practice of concepts that have been

taught, and the conditions necessary for students to discover or use princi-

ples on their oWn' are also lacking.

It seems plausible that the emphasis in our, program upon' development

leads teachers to think more deeply .about the conceptp-that they present

.w.d 1:6 aaarch fOr better ways of presenting thote concepts to students.

Furtheemore, because of the way in which deVelopment is conducted, beachec:;

can detect students' errors before theY have a chanCe to practice

a long period of time. Thi8 feature of themistakes for
program seems to

be especially de8irable, becaUte some research indicates that it is very

difficult for students to tell teachers that they do not understand instrUc-

tion. A .`Jlear, extendeddevelopment le8son helps stUdent8 to understand
_ .

More Cully the conceptt:that theyAlutt-

.

master,and hoW thOte-concepts are

related to others they have learned. DeveloPmeni both teachers

and students a better rationale for learning aCtivities,and a sense of the

continuity of mathematical:concepts,

The controlleA. practice portion of the lesson enables teachers

o ,

students to deterMine whether basic concepts and mechanics are being under-
.

stood. :itudents of teachers who expect that initial teaching will Often
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result in less than adequate student c'mprehension and believe that student

mistakes (all for reteaching, not rationalization, will benefit most from

controlled practice. The information such teachers gain during this lesson

phase allows them to correct and to reteach aspects of the lesson so that_

students develop appropriate conceptul-understandings and skills prior to

practice. Furthermore, students should be much more actiye thinkers during

the development and controlled practice portions of the lesson beCause they

know that successful completion of Seatwork and homework are dependent on

their comprehension of material presented during development. Checking of

seatwork allows teachers one final opportunity to correct misunderstandings

prior to the assignment of homework. Following successful practice, brief

homework assignments should offer students positiVe learning experiences

that both provide for better integration of material and the development of

more appropriate attitudes about mathematics and their ability to learn it.

Xn particulat atUdents_wili ProbablY conclude that increased personal

. /
effort during mathematics instruction leads to positive learning exper-

..

iences. Students would thus be presenting More positive feedback to teach-

ers about mathematics instnuction (e.g., handing in Completed homework and

exhibiting pOsitive verbal and non-verbal behaviors during mathematics in

3tructi9n) whiCh in turn increase'teaChers' belief that they can present

mathematics effectively.- Such belief leads to renewed efforts on their

part to carefully structure mathematics instruction.

Future research., It is important to note that the preceding hypothe-

ses need to be tested if we are to develop a more adequate understanding of

the antecedent cOnditions necessary for.successful mathematics learning.

--
For example, -research is needed to determine if in tact teachera who use

the proqrAm identify more'student errors and can more readily understand
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those mistakes during development than teachers who use different teaching

' techniquers. It would be equally 'important to assess whether students in ex-

perimental classrooms are more active_thinkers during development than are

students in control classrooms (Perhaps by asking students to do problems

immediately after the development portion of the lesson). More research is

needed Concerning the conditions under which student errors are development-

al,ly helpful and lead to increased student effort to integrate material,

rather 17han debilitating and convincing students that they do not under-

staud mathematics. When researchers-begin to examine the assumptions on

which studies of teaching effectiveness are based by stating and testing

the-specific ways in which student.learning is influenced, the conditions

under which teaching and learning strategies are useful will become clearer

,tha:1 they are at presen

Another important area that-needs more study is the quality of active

teaching. The Missouri Mathematics Program,appeared to be helpful in ale-

mentary schools because it increased the amount of...time teachers were

zing for development, and it thus helped them to become evally more

active in their teaching ofmathematics. However, we found tha nost secon-

dary teachers regularly included a development portiOn in their lesson

that time, per se, was not as important as is the quality of development.

If improvements are to be made in teachers' instruction during development,

it seems important to develop more adequate procedures for conveying t:o

teachers Criteria which can be used to estimate the quality of their in-

struction. In particular, more content7focused development needs to be

emphasized in future research.

Although the Missouri program provides general Strategies for teaching

mathematics, particular content needs to be studied more thoroughly, setter

Conceptualization of the instructional demands of different types of
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mathematip.Al content is needed and information about h w_lhe deVelooment-

portion c_1. the-lesson can, be adjusted in ways that are \consistent with

chartge i.. content.

.CurricuIum Content and-Academic Work Structures,

reachers vary greatly in the amount'of time thatHthey spend on particu7

Lar subject areas in elementary. schools. Indeed, students assigned to a

certain ::.eitcher in a school may spend twice (or more!) as much ti,me study-

ing !a;,11:hem;Itics as students assigned to a different teacher, in the same

sehool. In addition to the amount of time teachers allocate to A Particu-

lar subiec matter, there is also a great variance in how teachers use

structii'mal time. For example, Good and Grodws (1977) found that some

teachrit assign considerable seatwork; hoWever, others spend more time on

developmnt (eXplaining to students the meaningof concepts and how Lo do

work). pri.or to making seatwork assignments.

Teacher -Attitudes. and Time. Allocations,

ft seeMs, that teachers' preferences for teaching variods subjects may

be an important-determinant of how time is allocated in elementary class-

rooms. Schmidt and BuchMann (in press) have found that teachers allocate

time to various subjecta in part according to their attitddes toward those

smbject!i. (the degree of enjoyment they experience in teaching them), The

six teau:ors studied all averaged the most time, about 100 minutes per lay,

for reading/langdage arts instruction, but they varied widely in how much

of that time was devoted to each of these areas (particularly to wrLting

,
durang Language -arts). The next largest allocations were'either to mathema-

tics or
NN
social- studies, but there was a reciprocal relationship between-

these subjects: teachers who.taught more mathematics tended to teach

Less ,Ao,.!ial studies,-- and vice versa.
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All of these differences were related to teacher attitudes. .Teachers

who enjoyed teaching reading more than writing tended to stress reading

over language arts instruction, and,teachers who enjoyed mathematics more

than social studies tended to allocate considerable-time to mathematics

but little time to social studies. In .fact, teachers who .enjoyed,teaching

,mathematics spent over 50% more time per pupil teaching mathematics than

teachers who did not.

'Teacher's dontent emphases (how much emphasis they felt should. 1-e given

to eiv.e t.lurricular areas) were also generally associated with larger alloca-

tions of time. However, the relationship between their sense of competence

in teaching content areas (how difficult they found different subjects to

teach) and time allocations was less clear.

.This study does indicate, however, that for successful instruction

to ,x!cur, teachers' knowledge and teaching skills must be sufficieatly

d.weloped in each subject that they can enjoy and feel .6,..UCcessful teaching

that subject.

HoW Teachers Influence Content

That the influence teacher preferences have on curriculum emphasis

varies somewhat across school settings is shown by a recent review of re-

search describing how teachers determine the content (both int-entionally

and uniatentionally)-that students learn (Brophy, 1982). Brophy. describe:3

work *)'y.
the Content Determinants Group at Michigan State University

(Schwille et al., 1979) which showed that seven fourth-grade mathematics

teach.)rs': decisions about content were complex and varied. -These decisions

Include: how much time will be devoted to a Subject, what topics will Ue

taught, to whom these topics will be taught, when and how long each topic

will taught, and how well the topics are to be learned.

3
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'Some teachers had a great deal of autonomy,in making these decisions,

but other3 we:pe subject to officially mandated instructional guidelines,

In addition to external pressures, teachers' own knowledge of subject mat-

ter, past experience teaching, beliefs, and their assessments Of,the bene-

fits and costs of content alternatives affected their behavior. Further-

more, regardless of the strength of exteJrnal pressures concerning the curri-

cubt44 fov students in general, all teachers responded to individual Adffer-
_

enceri among students, and all differentiated to some.degree within their

classes hy teaching'more or different content to brighter than to duller

students. It is clear that teachers are policy -brokers rather than policy

implementers; and thus the content taught is likely to be a compromise be

tween officially adopted content and the needs of students as teachers view:

them (Sehwilla et a./., 1982).

Brophy refers to the curricula teachers adopt for their students as

"intended" curricula. HoweVer, due to time pressures and unforeseen learm-

ing- difficulties, the material actually aught to students is often only

a subSet of that intended. Furthermore, some of the material that is taught

will unwittingly and unsysteMatically be taught incompletely, incorrectly,

or in ways that cause Student learning tO be different from that originally

inten.tud. In addition, some of the material that is taught will be distort-

ed by 9kudents as they attempt tp integrateit with erroneous preconcep-

tion*.

aeductions in the intended curriculum. Because of time constraints,

overly brief or vague instruction often Occurs in the classrOom of two

types oC teachers.: those who try- to'fit in too much content, and those wbo

are .ovarly dependent on curriculum materials to convey instruction to

pupil:, The latter type of:teacher does very little active instructing,

3 9
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For example, Duffy and McIntyre (1982) ,found that most reading teachers

were heavily dependent on curricUlum materials provided-by commercial

publishers, Teachers' expectations for their classes are also important'

determinants of content taught -(Lanier et al.:, 1981), both to entire

classes and to subgroups and individuals within classes.

Distortions of the intended curriculum. One type of distortion

Ix:Curs as students integrate new material with their existing (arid often

erroneous) preconceptions. In addition, direct content distortion-can

occur becuse of the teacher's inadequate knowledge of subject matter,

Indirect distortion occurs because of incomplete, poorly sequenced, or

inadequate teaching. This inadequate teaching likely has the most Serious

effects on low-achieving Students, especially in classrooms where Students

are grouped by ability. Also, teacher failure to explain the purpose of

acti,,UU-:ts adequately often produces discrepancies between the meanings of

those activities as seen by the teacher and the students.

Differences in Mathematics Curricula

Many elementary school teachers SeeM to be relatiely free to decide

the extent.to whidh they emphasize sciencei math, or socListuthes in,

their classes. HoweVer, after decisions to allocate time ar msde, how do-

teachers determine what content they Will teach? Freeman et Cia press)

suggest th;'tt the textbook used by a teacher largely determines the curridli

lum that students will. receive. However, these investigators Cound that

the mathematt4S cUrriculuM presented in four different textbook series var-

ied considerably. Considering that teachers usually teach the curricula

presented in textbook. (although sometimes distorting and fragmenting con-

tent, as-noted above), Freeman et .al. contend that variation in text con-

tent Swgests that the material students are taught (ePportunity to -Learn)

4 0
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will vary in important ways in classrooms at' the same grade level which'use

different books.

Freeman et al. note that in addition to the variation in content that

exists among text600k Series, there are also considerable differences be-

4
tween the content of various-textbook series and that measured by some sten-

dardized mathematics achievement teats. TheY note that the mismatch be-
,

tween material in soMe textbook series and concepts "measured by particular

achievement tests is quite large.. It is thuS likely that some school dis-

tricts use.aChievement tests that have little relation tb the curriculum

that soMe teachers are using.

Variation in Social Science Texts

Similar variations in content have been found in social science text=--

books A comprehensive report (The Status of Pre-Colle e Science. Mathema-

tics, and Social Science Education: 1955-.1975) compiled for the National

Science Foundation indicates that most studies report that there are sub-

stantial,variations in quality and amount of treatment Of social science

content (geography, history, eConomics, political science, sociology, psy-

chology, and anthropology) and methods from bne text to another. Texts

emphasize geogr,aphy and anthropology at the elementary level; secondary

books inclUde more political science and economics. Some of the factors

on which texts are found to vary include: structure/format (how connectable

or celat:Able ideas presented are); accuracy; whether and how controversial

material is presented; emphasis on ideas of social importance; extent of

multi-disciplinarY.apProach;
guidanCe-Provideein teacher!s Manuals about

what concepts should be coveredl degree to- which coneepts are oriented

around the individual; strength of the. "content base" provided:for teaching

a aubjec: general representative content coverage; and extent to which
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.

critical thinking and problem solving skills are encouraged. It should

be noted that texts in general were found to be seriously deficient in

these last two areas. In particular, most texts relied on memory and empha-

sized "what" in detail, ignoring "why."

As an,example Ofvariation in content coverage, Ratcliffe (1966) anal-

yzed six eleventh-grade history teXts (75-94% of total market). Re found

that only 44 of 98 terms judged to be "representative ideas" of the social

sciences were included in the texts. Only one term, inflation, received

qualttative treatment in all six books. In fact, only 20 terms received

such treatment in more than one of the texts. Obviously, the social

science concepts and content that a particular student has the opportunity

to learn depend upon which textbooks his/her teacher adopts, which concepts

the teacher emphasizes, as well as how much.timethe teacher allocates to

social science topics.

of Instructional Materials

Tn a paper for the Commission, Doyle notes that students spend much

classroom time reading textbooks, and he argues that much instruction con-

sists of little more than the teacher going over content :-...ontained in the

textbook. However, considering that the content presented in textbooks

varies widely, and that many textbooks are of inferior quality, such in- ,

struction will often be inadequate.

Doyle notes that, "Analyses focusing on discourse properties and cog-

nitive demands indicate that school texts are not clearly written and often

unwittingly pose complex logical and inferential tasks for students (see

Pinderson et al,, 198g; Frederiksen et al., 1978; Gammon, 1973; MacGinitie,

1978). In-an intensive analySis of the suitability of eight beginning read-

ing programs for low-ability students,Beck and McCaslin (1978) concluded
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that many cif the programs presented information to students in ways

. that were likely to cause 6onfusion. In addition, the instructional pro-

cedures recommended to teachers were often convoluted and unnecessarily

complicated for students. In a similar analysis of five baSal reading

programs, Durkin (1981) concluded that the emphasis was on practice 4nd

assessment exercises with little direct instruction in comprehension pro-

cesset3 and:that many of the topics (e.g., identifying,referents for-pro-

noumi) wec'e never explicitly connected to reading skills but rather were

endv in themselves" (p. 46-47),

!Audents are often asked to read material that is too easy-or too

.difficnlh for them. According to Doyle, Jorgenson (1978) reports that in

examiing the match between reading and social studies textbooks and stu-

dents reading ability at the third- and fifth-grade levels, 61% of the

students were astigned to material easier than their ability levels,- En'

fifth-gr,3de social studies there was a single...text for all students, and,

85% of the students were required to learn from printed material that was

above their reading ability. Students in reading were able to work inde-

pendently, whereas students in.social Studies spent time soliciting help..

from the teacher and other students.

Oryanization of-Curriculum in Early School Years

En-a previous paper for the Commission,- Good argued that even at tho

lcwest grades the moveMent from grade to grade is characterized by many

discontirLuities. The home environments of mopt young children are very

structured. Parents clearly communicate what the c1iii.i is expected to do

and about what behavior is acceptable and what is not. When the child

enters nursery school, hOwever, he or she encounters a very different

managemeht style. Most nursery schools are permissive and allow childreo.

'freedom ;.o which .they,may or may not be acCustomed.
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The transition from nursery school to kindergarten returns the child

to a more structured management style. Kindergarten is characterized by.

common task structures and public evaluation of performance. In this re-

gard, kindergarten is more similar to the home environment than is nursery

school,

Geginning in first grade, all students in a class do not receive the

same ,:urriculum nor share a common, set of'learning experiences. :First grade

is di;ILinctive because ability grouping usually, begins here. Research

indites that from here on, students' elementary schOol experiences will

be extremely varied. Instruction in low-ability groups focuses on drill

repetition, in high-ability groups it more,often relates to the meaning of

material and the nature and application .of ideas.

CurriCulum Demands in -Elementary, Secondary, and Higher Education

In a paper for the Commission, Ward, Mergendoller, and Mitman suogost

thai, dt)spite some public concern over the "transition-that students- mush

make when they move from elementary school to junior high or middle

schools, most students perceive the demands of elementary and junior high

to be similar rather than different and have little trouble,making the tran-.

sition,

According to Ward et al., the curricula offered by junior high schools

in' the United States can be reviewed from three perspectives: (1) content

covei1.; :2) Cognitive complexity of learning tasks; d (3) social par-

ticipation requirements students must understand and respond to in order to

perform :3uccessfu1ly in each class.-

Oa their intensive study of One.junior high school and its elementary

,

"feeder" schools, Ward etal. found that the' content being 'offered in the

juniok. high was not more diffiCult from that which students received in

fifth- ar4- sixth-grade classroomS. In fact-, the authors found that many
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students were placed in junior high reading skills.developMent classes in

which the work was too easy. Furthermore,. the grammar and composition'com,

ponents of the language arts curriCulum repeated skill8 that students had'

extensively practiced in the upper elementary grades'. The authors also

point out that the seventh- and eighth-grade general mathematics textbooks

used in this junior high school had not been updated to accommodate the in-

crease in elementary,schoel pupils' -mathematical skills.

Ward et al. found that the students in their sample confronted a curri-

culum undifferentiated according to Skill_level; and that a great many

teachers relied on worksheets as their fundamental curriculum. Such an in.7.

structional strategy forces students to learn material independent of the

.teacher and assumes that students can engagein self-instruction. The.

authors contend that the task asigned to students in many junior high/

middle schoolS is likely to require little more than merely memorizing fact-

ual.knowledge or comprehending simple intellectual procedures, They con-

.clude from the research' they reviewed that junior high students are seldom

required to synthesize, analyze, or expand upon information presented by

teachers.

Similar arguments have been presented about the lack of academic

demands in secondary schools and higher education by Cusick (1981) and

Neumann (l982). For example, in a paper prepared for the CommisSion,

Neumann suggeSts that class attendance and selection of courses' are becom-

ing more optional .and-he argUes that many colleges require little more than

minimal reading, writing, and mathematical skills, It may be that only

reading is'absolutely essential. in Order to graduate.

Lower Grades: -More Electives

I

In a news 'release describing Commission proceedingS Schoot Board New,,-3

NoveMber 24,'1982) findings were discussed from a draft Corm of the report,



"A Study of High School Transcripts, 1964-1980."- This study Analyzes high

school transcripts from two large data sets (over 12,000 students were stud-

ied)... One file of transcripts includes a nationwide sample of 6,000 stu-

dents (1961-1969) collected for a study at John Hopkins. .The second data

set is taken froM a nationwide sample of 6,000 transcripts gathered at Ohio

State 'University (1971-1981).

'The comparison clearly indicates that.students in the 19711981 sanple

elecl:ed to take fewer Carnegie unit courses (academic courses) and instead

took mOte elective courses (courses such as driver education, training Cor

marriagz.; and adulthoodand vocational home economicS). The article sug-

gests that the transcripts give evidence of the presence of three tracks in

schools: academic, general, and vocational. Students get diCferent view's

of subjects on-the .basis of which track they are- i . For example, in some

'coursPs a unit on-taxation focuses upon how and why government systems

work, but in other courses instruction in this unit concentrates on how to-

fill out property assessment forms, etc.

In the School Board article, Cliff Adelman is reported to have argued

that the percentage Of studentS on. the "general track" increaSed from 12%'

in the late 60's: to 42.5% 'in the late 70's. The study does,not find- a

simple form of erosion Of grade standards as many have reported, rhere is

grade inflation 'in the sense that-in the 1971-1981 sample there are more

A's and B's than in 19611969, but there arp also mOre D's and F's. As

-students continue in-a sequence (e.g., from algebra to geometry tO trigo-

nometry) grades-become higher. .ThiS Observationleads to speculation con-

,::erning whether teachers grade eaSier or students perform .better.

n the School Board.News article, Alexander Astin is cited .as reporting

that there was a 40% drop from the sixties-to .the seventieS sampleTtn the
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proportion of Carnegieunits in foreign languages and government and a 25%

drop in English. Astin sUggests that the drop in English woUld have been

larger if credits in remedial English had not been counted. Math and

science units declined less (from 5% to 10%). Astin also notes that these

ieclines in the number of academic courses taken are accompanied by corres-

pondingly lower SAT scores. That is, until very recently student perform-

ance had been declining on,both verbal and math portions of the SAT, bUt

verbal scores have dropped more sharply than math scores (this-, of cOurse,

corresponds.to shifts in the curriculum).

There can be no qUestion that content coverage and opportunity to

learn are stronglY related to student performance on measures like the SAT.

If students do not take algebra courses or if they are not taught appro-

priate content when they do enroll in such coUrses, their performancie will

decline. However, there is still the question of what accounts fbr the

deeline in enrollment in academic coursesiat the high school level.

In part, students take more non-academic courses because they are

Offered'and presumably students enjoy taking*Ehem. Etudents experience

few if any negative consequences for failing to take mpre acadeMic cOurses

(i.e., theY:are not denied admission to "state universities"). The number

of elective'courses in some secondary schools is substantial. In a paper

for the. CommissiOn, Cusick notes that in one school there are 30 different

courses available in English. In this school Students can choosefrom

Shakespeare, mythology, or tradition and revolt in literature, music as

expression, speech, yearbook, etc,- Indeed, there,are even three options

for illiterate or marginally literate students! In addition to 30 courses

-in English:',,-:this school offers- 16 courses in Social studies,:12 in math, 15

.

in 'business, 10 in vocational training, 8 in science, 8 in art,
*
7 ln

and 3 in .home economics.
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' But why does such diversity exist?, Cusick argues that schools are

always vulnerable to adding"more curriculum because it is verydifficult

to define'students' needs and, having no articulate view of what student

needs are, schools are always in a weak position relative to e group that

'has a clear idea and who is willing to argue it: Thus, the fact that diver-

sity is apparent in secondary school curricula can in part be accounted

for the vulnerability of the school curriculum, in particular to outside

pressure groups.

Cusick suggests that the responsibilities of schooling are so construc-

ted that administrators spend their time on attendance, discipline,.and--

public relations. Specifically, he argues that schools are founded in the

basic beliefs that the acquisition of positive knowledge is or can be made

interesting'and appealing to everyone; that schools should be comprehonsi

and, since they are publicly funded, they should respond to the needs of

a diverse popUlation. Thus, since schools must serve a large-and diverse

student population, administrators are under pressure to ( ) secure the

attendance of students who may have little interest in school, and (b) main-

tain order among this diverse population of students.

Given that administrators' attention is focused upon the strUcture

of schooling,"the day-to-day respensibility for curriculum falls to teachers

who have two. types Of demands made on them...First, they must instruct and

learn to get along with the students.. Second, they should not biArden al-

ready busy administrators .with additional disciplinary problems,i- According.

to Cusick, it is ultimately the teachers who create the diverse courses to

Iblfili what they perceive to be the demands of stUdents, and to meet their

own neeas as teacherS and individuals.-
,

He further argues that one possible negative'side effect of fragmen-

tation is'that little emphasis in such a-school system is placed upon,
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building and maintaining a community within the school. That is, satisfy-

ing individual needs consistently takes precedence over the preservation of

community or school-wide norms. He writes, "And'it may be as some have

suggested that the community itself, serving a pedagogical end of inspiring

and motivating students to do betterfand work harder, is something that

public schools were too quick to discard, It may 'even be that while the

-public system offers broad advantages to those students sufficiently sophis-

ticated or .juided to take the best available, such a system might nlrther

disadvantage those who lack both sophistication and/or strong guidance.

That would be a paradox; after all, the strongest argument for diversity

and fluidity has been that they help extend education to the less advan-

taged, It ,:tould be unfortunate, as well as paradoxical, if the sum of it

all further disadvantaged those people whom_dt was the intent to assist"'

(pp; Y.1-22),

Others have made similar arguments,concerning the decline-of perform-

ance expectations. For example, Tomlinson (1981) argues that in the search

for equity and the legitimate need to:instruct an ever increasingly diver-

gent student population that educators oVer time become lax with regard

to certain important conditions of learning. He argue8 his casel

"Following the sUrge of underachieving children and evei-ti(jhtening

restraints on their own-behavior, schools gradually relinqui.shed 1:he
_

necessary cOnditions for learning. These necessary conditions include

teachers willing and able to teach, a curriculum that everyone can

learn, order and stability in the learning environment,_minimal dic-

traction from the learning process, and children willing and able to

learn what they are taught.

These conditions are the requirements of an effective cchool;

they are reliable and.valid at'most any time or place .mld with most
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any 01i14. I-can think of no exceptions to.these rules. Learning

is more likely to take place in a tranquil context than in a chaotic

onel ih a distraction-free context than in one that diverts children's.

attention to,,other than the course of instruction;,and in a context,.

that provides youngsters with optimal time on task. Because,modern

schools provide these conditions less Often that before, we have indeed

strayed from the fundamentals--not from the curricula or Content so,

much as from the context that learning requires" (Tomlinson, 1981,

p, 3.73)

Thus, there are those who argue that both the conditions of schooling

and the academic content of schooling have declined, and, ironically,- it

may well be, that the students who have suffered the most from such declines

are children from low SES hoMes

QualLy_221 Teaching: Subject Matter Assignments

Doyle states that risk and ambiguity-are key concepts in understanding

classroom situations.* AmbigUity refers to the extent to which an exact

formula for obtaining an answer is available. It is important to realizo

that ambiguity does not necessarily result from poor explanations-by teach-

ers; rather, it is an inherent feature of certain .types of academic work,

Ri;jk refers-to the stringency of the criteria a teacher uses to evaluate

student performance and the likelihood that these criteria can he met on 4.

gitren otxasion.

Ooyle argues.that some tasks, especially those which involve under-
-.

Standing 4 higher-level cognitive process, are difficult for teachers and

studentsto accomplish in clasarooms. In performing Such tasks Students

may face 'ambiguity and risk.. When teachers make more complex assignments,-

they olften have management problems resulting from delays and from the Caot

that significant portion of the students may not be able to accomplish
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the as!iigned work. Unfortunately, the usual emphasis on classroom manage

oent f 'group contingencies and on answering often focuses the attention of

teachers and studerts on simply getting work done rather than on higher-

level cognitive tasks: Doyle's analysis thus Suggests that, in adddition

to the influence of textbooks, which :mphasize memory tasks, classroom

environments have stable aspects that cause many teachers to emphasize such

tneks (low risk, low ambiguity) over problem solving.

Doyle contends-that in SoMe Cases what students do in classrooms (and

their perceptions of what they are doing and why) may be discrepant with

the Actual task that the teacher has in mind. That is, students are prac-

tieing the wrong operations. For example, a teacher may spend much class

time having students, diagram sentences; however, the teacher might choose

not to test whether students can apply this skill (e.g. students Are re-

quired tO wx.ite original sentences). In this case, from Doyle's perspec-

tive, having studentapraCtice diagramming sentences would have .been an

"activity" and not a task, since :It was not functionally related to the

intended outcome,

Doyle (1979) further notes that teachers have-been found to praise .

inappropriate stUdent -responses. Reasons for such .teacher behaviors May be

-laudable (e,g., to encourage classroom participation); however, the dtscrep-

ancy between stated teacher behavior,(give thoughtful .answers) and acCepted

.behavior (wrong answers) may teach studenta that the real task is to

o

respond quickly and not to think. Such discrepancies betWeen activity and

task demands may communicate low expectations for student learning. in the

section that follows we will examine more fully how teachers' expectations

may inCluence student performance.

Conclusion

Ct is important for teachers te know how to select and adapt curricu1r,

material:3 for their students. ThroUgh preService and inservice -education
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teachers Jhould be made more aware of student's needs and prepared to deal

with thew effectively. For example, teachers need a-more thorough back-

ground in developmental cognition, especially in relation to curricula.

Because of limited time 'and the complex demands of schooling, teach-

ers' present dependence on pUblishers'. curriculum materials and teachers'

guides likely to continue. -However, teachers' guides can and should be

impreve0, Teachers, though, should depend pn these guides only for plan-

ning., oos; Cor Conveying instruction to students. Rather, teachers must

know how,to adapt materials for their, students. In their role as instruct-

ors, teachers will have to learn to meet students' needs for advance organ-

izers, integrating concepts, detailed explanations, corrections oC persist-

ent misconceptions, etc.

Ceachers also need to know hOw classrooms operate as social systems

(teachers have to deal with groups of Students). In)particular, they nebd

to develop skills in designing academic tasks and instructional material to

supplement textbooks and other published materials. Furthermore, we agree

with Doyle that teachers need to think about academic work and become more

aware of the various methods students use to avoid task demands while .still

accomOishing academic,work (delaying, seeking unnecessary help Cron teach-

,

ers, ,ete.) With this increased aWareness, teachers can begin to devise .

ways. te. ,3Ustain task demands and thus have students use the cognitive pro-

cesses 'qhich are intended for task accomplishment.

Teacher Expectations

Teachers vary considerably' in how they use time, manage classrooms,

mediate textbOOk and curriculum, assignments, and in the extent to which

they erchasize either meaning or drill-like activities. However, instruc-

tional -Triation can be found not only-between classroOms (e.g,) how two

5 2
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teaChers vary from one another in their classroom behavior), but also with-'

in classrooms (one teacher behaves in different ways toward subgroups of

students in his/her class). For instance, some teachers who provide consid7

erable feedback may evenly distribute their evaluative comments to stu-

dents, but other teachers may provide feedback to only a few student8 in

the class. -Although some teachers fail to provide entire classes with ap-

\

propriate content and Stimulation, in many classrooms students perceived by

Eeacherk; to be low achievers are the ones who receive inadequate instruc

tion.

Much of the research conducted in the 1970's consisted of classrdom

observational studies aimed at determining what teachers do in their inter--_

actions with high- and low-achieving students. The extent to which teach-

ers differentiate in their behavior toward-students has been found to repre-
.

sent an individual differende variable, with some teachers varying ther

behavior more' than others (Brophy & Good, 1974; Good & Brophy, 1980).

Explanatory variables which indicate when and why teachers are likely to

behave differently toward high- and lowachieving studenta haVe not been

frequently studied (for exceptions see 0Ooper, 1979; Cooper -&-Good, 1983).

It is nOt clear whether teachers who differentiate sharply in their behav-

ior toward highs and lows do so because of personality variables (defensive-

ness, rigidity), school or classroom organiZational factors, characterist-

ics that hndividual pupils and groups of Students bring to the classroom,

or a combination of these and other factors.

Although the dauses of differential interaction are not definitely

,established, it is clear that many teachers vary sharply in their inter-

action patterns with high- and low-achieving students. Brophy and Good

(1974) ostimated-that about one-third of the classroom teachers who haye

been observed in-related research have shown patterns of highly differcn-

tiated behavior- toward high and-low achievers. Teachers differentiate

5 3
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their behavior toward students they perceive as high o, low achievers in a

variety oC way . (For a comprehenSive discussion of these variables see.

cooper Good, 1983,and -Good and Brophy, in press.) We will list here

. only a fe of the ways teachers'have been found to differ in their treat-

ment of studentS: (1) calling On lows less often to answer classroom ques-

tions or to make public demonstrations; (2) waiting less time for lows to

answev ylestions; (3) praising lows less frequently than highs after sUc-

cessfui 1.:ublic responses; (4) criticizing lows more'frequently than highs

foe incorrect public responseS; and (5) not staying with lows in Failure

situations (providing clues, asking follow-up questions),

tt is important to examine the implications of such teacher behaviors

for low achievers. It seems that a good strategy for slow students who

face such Conditions would be not to volunteer or not to respend when

callgd on because such an instructiOnal system discourages students from

taking risks.. To the extent that.students are motivated to reduce risks

and ambiguity--and many argue-that students are Strongly motivated to do so

(see the Paper. prepared by Doyle for the Commission)--it seems thatstu-

dents would become.more passive in order to reduce the risks of public fail-

ure,

Explanations for Differential Teacher Behavior

One basic causelof differential behavior is that classrooms are very

:ousy ond complex environments and it i8 difficult for teachers to accurate,

ly a8Sess the frequency and quarity of their interactions with individual

Students

.A second explanation involves-the fact that mUch classroom behavior

has to be interpreted before it has meaning, Research (e.g., Anderson-

Levitt, in press) suggests that once a teacher develops an expectation

about i -5tudent ( .g., the student is not capable of learning), the'teacher
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intorprets subsequent ambiguous classroom-events in a way consistent with
*

the original expectation. Good (1980) maintains that most classroom behav-

ior is alibiguous and subject to multiple interpretations.

A third reason-why teachers differentiate.more or less in their behav

ior towarct high- and low-achieving students involves the issue of Causality.

Some ,teachers believe-that they can and will influence Student learning

(for /3x.,imple, see. Srophy & Evertson, 1976). Such teachers may interpret

sthldent Cailure as the need for more instruction, more clarification, and

eventually increased opportunity to learn. Other teachers, because they

as.Sign blame rather than assume partial responsibility for student failure,

may interpret failure as the need-to provide less challenge and fewer,oppo-

tunities to learn'. Teachers who do not have a strong sense that they can

:influence student learning are therefore more likely to-overreact te student

error and failure,(perhaps by-subsequently assigning work that is too easy)

than teachers who feel that they Can influence student learning and that -

they are,a partial cause of student failure .when it-does take,place.

Another explanation for differential teacher behavior is student behav-

ior. Students present themselves in different ways to teachers and these

self7-presentation styles May influence teacher response's. Dee Spencer Hall
j

(1981) has noted that some students are able to time their misbehavior in

such a waY as to escape teacher attention, whereas other students who misbe-
.

have jtJ as Often are reprimanded considerably more frequently because the

timing of their misbehavior is inappropriate. Carrasco (1979) suggests

that siudents may demonstrate coMpetence in a stile that escapes teacher:

' attention. According to Green and Smith (in press)-, the language soMe stu-

dents 1_Joe makes it likely that teachers will Underestimate theirspotentiat.

Metv. (1978) provides another illustration of how students may influence

k7e8ch,!i. :)ehavior. She reports that'students in low track junior high
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classes .ike to do seatwork and dislike public interaction' and classroom

lectuve In part, loW achievers prefer seatwork (and encourage teachers to

assig): more seatwork) because it presents less risk to them. We previously

noted that teachers who do not possess management skills are especially

likely to be vulnerable to student influence. Finally, McDermott (19/6)

found that in one classrooth low achievers received less reading practice

bocauf they were interrupted frequently by other'studentS. during readthg

irtstin. The interruptions were partly due to the fact that the Low

,
.achiktvor::;' l)ehavior during reading group allowed other students to tater-

rupt 1-1,m. Hence, students appear to be an active part of the expectancy

cycic rhe behavior of some students encourages and reinforces teaching

effoi't4n whereas other students' behavior discourages teaching.

Green and Smith (in press) report that teaChers use linguistix perform-

../ances oae basis for evaluation ofstudent performance. Thus, students

,

must knew academic information as wellas. how (and when) to display rAca-

demiL.: knowledge. Being accurate was net enough; Students needed to present

information in aPpropriate form atthe appropriate time. Students have to

know both the form and the content re4uired. Thus.becauSe of ljnguistic

deficionoics and/or.lack'of iimareness -of social cues, some,students may

have liGch more diffiCulty convincing teachers that they know the material

than do other students.

We haye...Sugjested several reasons why teachers may behaVe differently:

towavd high- and loW-achieving students: the complexity of the classroom;

the ambiguous nature of Student performance; teacher& beliefs about causal-

ilx (their ability to cause or to influence student performance); and stu-

dents' behavior. Obviously, these are dynamic influences and they,often

qccu:c nit:ombination. .For example, Confrey and Good (in progress) note-
t,

5 6
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that in one class students were placed in either-a high or low mathematics

group on 1;11.:1 basis of their teacher's inter retation of the students' per-.
4.

formanes during the first weeks of mathematics class. The assignment of

students':;o the high group was based in part upon the speed with-Which they

were performing mathematics tasks.

Tronically, a week of observation indicated that students in the..low

group often watched what the teacher was dOing in th& high .group and in

interview sessions they indicated that they observed the highs because they

Wanted to get a step ahead and learn what he high group was learning.

Unfortunately, because the teacher was interested in.speed of performance

and becduselow spent time watching the other group rather than doing

their own seatwork, their incomplete seatwork assignments reinforced the

teacher's-original expectations and supported the belief that the assign-

ments to high and low groups were correct. Students' interpretations of

their Classroom roles encl.-their behavior influenced and maintained teacher

expectations and behaviors.

Student Passivity: Role confusion

Recent research Suggests that teachers vary widely in hbw they react

to student problems and this variation may make it difficult for students

to understand what is expected of them. ..As noted above, studies show that

somo to.hers criticize low achievers more frequently than highS per in-

corr;ct response, and praise lows less per Correct answer than highs

Tn :ontrast, other teachers, praise marginal or incorrect responses given

.by low achievers, 'These findings reflect,two different types of teacbere

Teachers who criticize lows for incorrect responses seem_to be basically

intolerant of these pupils. Teachers who reward marginal eVen wrong

answers arb excessively sympathetic- and unnecessarily protective'of tows.,

Roth types of teacher behavior illustrate to students that effort and

5 7
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students that effort and classroom performance are not Alated (Good &

IBrophy, 1.977).. Over time, such differences among teachers in the way they

praise low achievers may reduce low students' efforts and contribute to a

paSsive learning style.

Other teacher behaviors May also encourage student passivity. Low

students who are called on frequently one year (the teacher believeS that

they aced to be active if they are to learn), but are seldom called on ithe

following year (the teacher doesn't want to embarrass them) may tind it

donfusing to adjust to different role definitions. Irepically, these stu-

dents, who have the least adaPtive daPacity, may be' asked to make the most

acdommodation as they move from classroom to classroom. The greater varia-

tion in how different teachers interact with lows (in contrast to the more

similar patterns of behavior that high students receive from different

teachers) may be due to lack of agreement among teachers about how to

respond to students who do not learn readily.

Even within a given year low achievers Must -often adjust to more var-

ied expectations'. ,This may 'betrue in part because many lows have.several..

,teachers (in addition to the regular teacher they may have a remedial math,

reading,' or speech teacher). Ironically, these students may receive less .

and/or different instruction bedause of attempts.to proVide them with extra

Assistance, .Hill and Kimbrough (1981) studied pull-out instrUction

schools that operated four or morecategOrial (special need) programs.

They found that pull-out programs posed prOblems for students.,who received .

special assistance aS well as for regular teadherS, becauSe, due to schedul-

ing problems, special -programs were replacing, not supplementing, the core

curriculum for many students.

Even When studen1W did receitve both regular and supplemental tinStruc-

tion, 1-.My were still not well served. Hill and Kimbrough found that in.

5 R
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several cases incompatible teaching methods and Materials were'used in spe-

cial and regular classrooms. Hence, many children became cOnfused by con-

flicting approaches takerOpy special and regular teachers, and conceptual

learning was especially difficult for these atudents

Grouping and Expectation Effects

Much of the recent research on teacher expectations examines teacher

behavior.toward individual students. kowever, there is growing eVidence

that students may also be affected by.grouping, which often resultS in dif

ferential instruction. Confrey and Good (in progress) observed instruction

in seventhgrade English and matheMatics classes and interyiewed some stu-

dents in high'and low groupS in each class. They found that content presen-

tation to low7achieving students was often characterized by fragmentation

of material, repetition, little presentation of theory, and few integrating

concepts. Students in low groups in classes grouped by ability spent much

,of-their time on repetitive drill e.,ltivities which were inadequately pre-

sented and discussed and not sufficiently related to relevant integrating

concepts. Students were unlikely to receive the intended benefit Trom

these activities, even if they did them correctly,

Eder (1981) found that students in one first-grade class who'were like-

ly to have difficulty learning to read were assigned to groups whose social

context was not conduciVe to learning. In part; this wasipecause assign-:

ments tO first-grade reading groups were based upon.kindergarten teacners.

recommendations, and a major criterion ef placement was the maturity of the

Student8 as well'as their.perceived ability. Eder obaerVed reading group

behavior throughout the year and found that the teacher discouraged inter-

ruptions of students.' Oral reading turns within the high group but not in

61p low (.TrOup.1 ACCording to Eder the teachert may have been concernedwith
,

maintaining the interest'of the low group during other students' reading

5 9
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turns (itt ,1(!neral, their reading turns tended to be longer and filled With

more pauses). The teacher may alsoihave thought"that lows,had less intrin-

- . .

sic interest in the material;, therefore', she was more willing to encourage

most Eorms of participation or responSes from low students' bUt demanded

more appropriate behavior and responses from highs.

fiecause the most immature, inattentive students (as indicated by the

kiadergarten teacher) were assigned to low groups, it'was-almost certain

tbut these. groups would have More' managerial problems (e.g., distractions)

.than others, especially early in the
,

-year. Indeed, because the teacher

:was often distracted from a student reader in the low group, who was respond-.

ing' (because of the need to manage other students in the group), students

often provided the correct' word for the reader. Readers were notallowed

ttme to :Ascertain words on their own, even though less than a third of the

Students interviewed reported that they liked to be helped, and most thought

this help interfered with their learning. Eder'a work.indicates that low

students had less time than highs to correct their mistakes before other

students and/or the teacher intervened.

Eder also found that students in the low groups,spent 40% of their lis-

tening time not attending to the lesson (versuS 22Y. inthe high groups),

Low 'students frequently .read out of turnf adding to the general: confusioa.,

Eder reports berice as many teacher "managerial acts" in the low groups as

in the Itigh groups (157 versus 61), and found that turn interruption

iacreased over the course of the year. Due to management problems, frequent

iaterruptions, and less serious teaching, low students may inadvertently

have be::,n encouraged to respond to social,and procedural aspects of the

readinc) group rather than academic tasks.

\

C. is difficult to conceptualize and describe what students learn
h
in

s,:hoo, especially from the examination Of practice in one classroom.

'6 0
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However, Lt 5eems plausible thatone of .the effeCts of being in, high And

low,reading roups in the classroom studied by Eder was that Students

learned different norms for attention.. Students in the low reading groUps
,

were encouraged to be inattentive; whereas, students in the high group

learned to attend to instruction..

Inappropriately low performance expectations are often associated with
A

.good teacher intent.ons, but such expectations still have harmful effects.

As case in point, Bob.Germain (personal communication) has found in-

stances of too much structure and direction. He found that textboOks were

giving cues to poor readers about where they could find the answers to ques-

tions that appeared at the end of the-chapter. Some low-achievingstudents

simply read a particular page-where ttey could find the,answer rather than

attempting to read all the materials. The cues embedded in the text meter-

ials were probably-p7vided to help slow readers (in order not to overwhelm

them). -However, the practical effect was probably to encourage less read-

ing and less thinking:

Teaching Dilemma

Clearly, teachers can expect too much or too little in their instruc-

tional interactions with students. 1 is dilemMa also has to be addressed

by curriculum specialists who,write textbooks and by policYmakers. There,

arc moay instances in whiCh teachers need to assign different types pf

material.t-o high and loW achievers. We are not suggesting that teachers

treat si;udents the same way in all circumstances. Teachers can make

struction11 mistakes by treating students too much alike, as well as too .

differen;:ly. However, we believe that in general, existing.evidence Sug-

gests teachers are more likely to expect too'littie from students that
I

,

they pet,G.iye as having limited,ability.
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:Student Influence

Although there is Conclusive evidence that teachers significantly

affect student learning, student motivation and effort are.also important

aspects of'classroom perfOrmance. As we have argued, student behavior

influences" teachers' perceptions of students and.in some.caseS affects the

quality of inStructien students receive. Mere directly, student percep-

tions of teacher behavior and student motivation are likely to.influence

hoW much effort students expend in the classroOm (e.g., when classroom

/tasks are ambiguous and/or complex do students perceive them as a challenge

and think an work or do they perceive such tasks as a threat and negotiate

with teachers?).

There is indreasing evidence that students' perceptions and self-
:

perceptions are important 8ources of information about classroom learning.

For example, Pace:s study .(reported earlier in the paper) demonstrates the

utility of students, reports of their effort. Pace found that the qual-

ity of student effort,was important in predicting achievement goals of col-

lege students-.

.
Still, effort is at least.lmportant in a relative sense, even though

less absolute effort may be necessary today for studc ts:tO receive high

T-4k;aae8 ::-As a case in point, Neumann notes that positive informal interac-

tions.between students and faculty were critical in explaining success of

some students in community colleges . . the institutions with thc,highest

u
»

rates ofattrition
,

in our system Of higher education.

Onc wonders jlow students perceive standards in higher-education and

how their perceptions influence performance. Too little research.has

attempted to answer such questions and we need to more. systematiCally Study

A
how studentS'perceive and respond to acadeLc demands; Howstudents re-

spond t these expectations shOuld be an important research agenda in the'
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1980's. We aow turn to a discussion of what we know about student percep-

tions,

Student Perceptions of SchOoling

in a thorOugh review and integration of research on.student percep-

tions oC schooling, Weinstein. (in press) examines studies f',X students' per-

ceptions of teachers, other school personnel peers, causes of behavior,

the classroom, and the school.

Perceptions of teachers.' Concerning perceptions of teacher behavior,

classrooMsvary in the extent of differential treatment perceived by stu-

dents, There is evidence that students are highly sensitive to variations

in.:teacher treatment (interaction patterns and nonverbal messages) within

classrooms. Through varied treatment, students infer teacher expectations

for academic performance. Moreover, differential relationships hold be-

tween teacher expectations, student expectations, and student achievement

in classrooms where greater differential treatment is perceived than in

other classrooms (eg., Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979a1 Weinstein et al.,

in press; Brattesanni et al., 1981). That is, in classrooms where students

were aware of teacherS' differential treatment of high and low Achievers,

students' own expectations for themselves more Closely matched the teach .

ers' expectations, and the teachers' expectations for their students more

clearly predicted student perforMance,

Studies of students' perceptions of teacher instructional behavior

(e.g.Peterson & Swing, 1982; Winne & Marx, 1980, 1982) suggest that

student perceptiOns and cognitions during instruction can mediate :;he

effects of instruction on student achievement. Evidence indicates that

students often may not perceive what teachers intend. Also, ,some studenk:s

\* 4

Who appear to observers to beattending to lecture
t

cpx class discussion
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reported n interviews later that they were actually thinking,about other

things, such as how they Ciould perform in relation to other students.

In some classrooms, students may perceive more differential teacher

behavior towards highs and lows than is indicated by behavioral 'records

made 'by vlaSsroom observers (Cooper C. Good, 1983). It is not clear whether

studnnts ceport greater differences in teacher behavior because they have

more 1aef: and are more sensitive to teaching acts than observers or because

stude?tts "over-react" to certain cues. SOme students are likely reliable

-ObServers of classroom events and othersare probably hot perceptive.

Still, there:is evidence that students_can provide valuable insight about

teaching '(Cooper C. Good, 1983; Weinstein, in presS). JOst as teachers may

act upon their beliefs and perceptions (e.g.; they believe an average Stu-

dent is beIoW verageY, students also react according to their perceptions

oi teachers' behaviors and intentions (Weinstein, in press), .

Perceptions of ability. DevelOpmental literature suggests that young

children-perceive ability or intelligence as.a changeable entity which can

be improved with effort. They also seem to-rely on absolute and individual

-standards rather than norms to,asSess ability Bumenfeld and colleagues

(1982) argue that young childrents selfperceptionsare thus biased in a

positive direction.-

However, there ij much evidence that as students getolder, :lassroom

conditions (feedbaOk patterns, reward structures)-%thich increase ;:he

differences,between high and low achievers affect student's perceptions

of ability,' and their perceptionsof their ability more ,V.Osely Match their

teachers' perceptions. Students also evaluate their own abilitiesby com-

paring themselves with peers dUring the daily performance of taskslin clas:3-

,

rowl. The evaluative cues available to students, however, differ ,adro'rtt

.ing to the.structure (e.g., whole-class, group,,oc
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seatwork") and climate (e.g., eXtrinsic vs. intrinsic reward structure)

the classroo,4 and the school. A climate with high and flexible expecta-

tions, varied tasks and opportunitieS for evaluation, a focus on task mas-

tery, and a belief in the changeability of intelligence can provide a con-

text in whieh students can evaluate themselVeS on several dimensions and

feel positive about their potential fol-4uture succes-s.
. .

Achievement behavior has been the most frequently Studied process in

relation to students' perceptions of the causes of behavior, particularly

in an attribution fraMework. APplications of attribution theory to class-

rooms will have to cons-I.:der how success and failure judgments are made by

students. Recent work suggests that children's definitions of success vary

across iadividual pupils, tasks, and*situations (Frieze, Francis,- &

Harrusa,_1982). One study (Frieze & Snyder, 1980) of the attributional

.patterns of elementary students trsuccess and failure in four situations

showed that the achievement situation elicited different causal mechanisms

than other situations. Effort was most important for school testing situa-

tionS, while ability was seen as critical to finishing an art project or

winning in football.

Perce tions of Learning Activities

Students' perceptions of their learning activities vary widely,

literature review prepared for the Commission, Steinberg and Wagner note

that many young children and some Older StUdents are deficient in metacog-

nitive skills, particularly in four areas (1) predicting-the diffiCulty

of-a task; 2T-assessing the incomprehensibility orincompleteness of task
;

directions .(3) Planning ahead-ald:uiirig-aVail-able time wisely; and (4)

,

monitering .

their progresS and in evaluating theirown performanCe. Many

students may therefore need some assistance in developing these skil3s.
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UnfortunAteiy,, as was argued earlier (see paper by Ward et al.), there

appearS to kJe no systematic effort to teach these skills in public schools.

Student Motivation

Commission papers by Deborah Stipek and Martin Maehr have dealt with

the issme 0 student motivation. In this section we will briefly summarize

their papet----Stipek-argues that-we_have_traditionally pursued an external

reinforcement model of motivation in education. She believes that the use

of reinCorcers is understandable, because they are often effective in eon-

trolling achievement-relLted behavior: However, Most teaChers are not'

trained to use rewarda effectively.

Practical problems with rewards and punishment. Traditional rewardis

used in moat American classrooms are.not universally effectivewith younger

elementary students and adolescents, who may not value high grades.

nother prOblem with external reinforcera ia that their effectiveness is

short Furthermore, in the upper grades where assignments are

larger, loss frequent, and take longer to complete, there are fewer oppor-

tunities for students te receive rewards. Pn college many rewards are far

removed from the immediate situation requiring achievement behaviors

,

Rewarding achievement in the classroom can Also diminish children's

desire to pUrsue achievement-related activities outside schools. For exam-

pie, tC s;;udents have learned, to expect' external reinforcement for reading

at school, 'theY may not perceive the intrinsic benefits of reading and thus

will not read at home.

Punishment can also have negative conSequences for achievement' behav-

ior. Fear of puniahment, such 'as public humiliation or low grades, can

1

cause onxiety, wkich seriously hinders learning if it is extreme In fact

many chttdren spend more effort trying to avoid punishment than they do

6G
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trying to understand material or learn new skills (consider the passivity

model presented earlier in the paper).

The discoverY of cognitions. Stipek notes that cognitive the rists

have modified traditional reinforcement theory by suggesting that b h vior

is determined by students' beliefs, not simply by whether they have b e

rewarded OV punished in the past; For example, Rotter (1966) explains that

it is qot the reward itself that increases the frequency of behavior, but a \

peesonls general beliefs (locus of control) about whether reinforc!ement is

continunnt on his/her own behaVior (e.g., ability, effort) or factors be-

-
yon&the person's control (luck, teacher bias). There are numerous studies

which demonstrate the link betwen an internal locus of control az;c1 in-

creas1 academic achievement.

Perhaps the most important determinant of children's interpretatiens

of the causes of their successes and failures is whether they believe they

are competent (i.e., pessesS the ability to obtain desired.reinforcement).

Nicholls (1981) states that self-confident individuals are more "task-

oriented" than "ego-Oriented."
*

A final cognitive factor which has been given little Attention by tra-

ditional reinforcement theory IS the degree to which individual children

value various kinds Of reinforcers-in achievement settings. Differential

walUeS p-trtly e;Iplain age differences in the effectiveness of reinforcers.

These modifications in traditional reinforcement theory indicate that

-;

teacheeH should use rewards and punishments sparingly. Recent, related

reSearch indicates-that teachers who have both pleasant and productive

classes use comparatively little praise and criticism (Good, Grouws, &

Ebmeier, in. press).

Xntrinsic motivation, In 1959 White proposed that successful mastery

of leaening actiVities is naturally reinforcing becauSe it resuLts in

67
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.
feelings of coMpetence. Several other theorists'alsO stress that external

rewards are not necessary for-learning,. and that external reinforcement can

have a negative effect on achievement behavior becaUse such reinforcement

is often unavailable outside.the 'classroom-. Even within schools extrinsic

rewards can impede achieVement-.behavior by cauSing a student to focus on

thn reward rather than the learning task. Furthermore, external reinforce-

ftent :4; not available in all educational settings.

Stipek contends that three motivational characteristics should be

encour.tged in schools. First, positive, achievement-related cognitions

that result in adaptive learning behaviors and maximum effOrt should be

fostered. Second, schools should maintain children's intrinric moti7

vation to learn so that they will continue to learn in higher education

institut-ions or out of school. Tasks that cannot be presented in a way

that Tpeals to students' intrinsic competence motiVe should ,at least be

seen by pupils as instrumental to meaningful personal goals. Third, the

educational environment should encourage independent, self-directed learn-

ing strategie8 that will benefit children in and out of structured educa7

tional contexts. Stipek, however, notes that for those three conditiOns to

be met it may be necessary to reduce cleas size in grades 1 and 2. Similar

arqiimens were made by Good in a paper for the Commission.

rha Status quo. Stipek suggests that before children enter school

they are intrinsically motivated. HoWever, as heir aehievement efforts

are evaluated (usually by a comparatiVe standard) and compared to the

effOrts of their classmates their perceptions of their. competence and

thoiir expectations forisUccess generally decliTM kwim,..r the elementary

grades. External reWards and. Tess choice in 111Arning actiVities also

tributo to a decline in intrinsic- motivation, En Many respects these

6 8
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changes *?.(..- necessary. Comparisons among children Are unavoidable, chil-

dren will view many school tasks as irreleVant, and-it is highly unlikely

that childven will "choose" to engage in many important academic tasks.

Nevertheless, most classrooms could be improved's° as to increase chil-

dren'S motivation'ta learn.

Maintaining positive achievement-related co nitions. Stipek argue

that to maintain a positive attitude towards achievement, children should

bp graded according to how-their performance compares to their previous

, performance or to standards set for them (mastery learning), rather than

According to how their performance compares to that of others. Success ts

thuS attainable to low-ability students, andhighability pupils always

have higher standards to aspire to.

Educational programs based on a mastery model have often resulted in

relatively high levels of effort and achievement. However, these )rograms

have not been widely implemented in the. United States, perhaps because they

are inconsistent With the economic and politiCal context of American schools

or with other sOcializing influences (e.g., parentS, cultural background,

Sports). Sometimes the effects of "individualized" programs are mediated

by students who introduce normative evaluation by comparing themselves with

classmates in terms of their-relative positions in the Curriculum.

Although some may argue'that children-will have to function 'in A. compeT

titive enviroment as adults, Stipek believes that the benefits or competi-

.
tion W oUr society are serioUsly overrated,- and that cooperation is more

likely than competition to further most persons' aspirations. Others have

made siMilar aiguments, and there is evidence that under certain conditions

cooperative learning can enhance student achievement (e.g., Slavin, 1981).

If teachers do introduce competition, they should try to avoid serious,

negative achievement-related cognitions that could Occur. Fon example,

6 9
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pupils can be allowed tO select, tasks'at an approPriate difficulty/level,

or competition among teams composed of students 'of varying abilities could

be usad. ,.7onverse1yc1assroom strUctures which maximize opportunities

for performance. comparisons (e.g, whole7class recitations) can,produce

negative achievement cognitions for some pupils (Bossert, 1979).

However, the teacher is probably a more important factor than class-

room structure in determining achievement-related cognitions particularly

becaJtJe the teacher can minimize the negative implications of self-assess-

mens of relatively poor achievers. More specifically, teachers can insure

that all students po not interpret errors as failure. Rather, euvors should

be approached as a natural part.of learning. In this context, teachers

Must be able.to differentiate errors due to lOw effort or sloppiness from

errors due to lack of mastery. Teachers.should also emphasize a wide vari-

ety of academic tasks, so that students who do not excel in academic areas

wideTh tulphasize reading skills will have opportunities to succeod publicly

in other Activities (see for example Cohen 8. RosenholtZ, in press); Accord-

..ing to SLipek,.high expectations for success _within a particular academic-

context do not preclude realistic occupational aspirations,

naliajaingintrinsicmotivation. Though teachers cannot rely solely

on an intrinsic motivational al'istem, they can more frequently utilize chil-
i

drer-s intrinslc Motivation and, minimize the negatiNelong-tt.trm-e-f-ifects,-
",--7--;_

extrnal rewards. For example, teachers can design learning taSks that

are appealing te student's as well as appropriately challenging Tasks

should be presented with an emphasis on deVeloping competencieS rather than

external evaluation, 'and thus anxiety about potential failure is Minimizeil.

TA cases wheile tasks are not intrinsically motivating, teachers will
; r

ha.w; ;:o use alternative means of motivating children. In some cases,

intri.ri. Motivation can be brought about by instrumentally linking the .



immediate task to a student'S long-range goals or to an6ther activity that

is more appealing. However, teachers should avoid making rewards (e.g.,

, going out for recess) arbitrarily dependent upon completion of an academic

task.

In siWations where eXternal reinforcement is necessary, teachers

/Should emphasize the information value of a reward (grades should be given

along with feedback to students about their skill attainment). Likewise,

gratuitous, noncontingent rewards are not advisable. Rather, reinforcement

shoutd be contingent on some specific, clearly defined performande stand-

ard. ,Stipek also argues that children should be taught skills for self-

evaluation and realistic personal goal setting.

Teacher variables. She suggests that Several teacher behaviors are

related to inf;reased levels of student motivation: enthusiasm for teach-

ing; positive expectations for student performance; and students' respect

for tHe teacher. Teachers should-also communicate positive regard to each

child, regardless of the student's academic performance. This may be one

of the most important factors in children's willingness to take academic

'risks.

Conclusion, The ideaspresented in Stipek's paper are not counter to

emphasis on basic skills; rather, the more demanding the task, the more

important. are intrinsic motivational factors, Many highly capable students

(especiaUk females) are reluctant to attempt academic subjects like ad-
/

4

vanced science and math, in part because they have learned to value high

grade's over an aCademic challenge. EVen 4s basic a skill as reading is

associated with external reinforcement. However, even high school students

who have always experienced a competitive reward structure can be reac-

quainted with the pleaSures of learning. In general, the classroom implica-

tions of Stipek's views are consistent with the issues raised in the active

71
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teaching odel (e.g., focused goals, emphasis upon progress instead of so-

cial xImp.-trisons, relaxed learning environments, etc.). However, Stipek

places much more emphasis upon learner choice and actively teaching stu-

dents t o arect their own learning than does the active teaching model.

Policy implications. The recommendations Stipek makes are principles,

not prescriptions. They must-be adapted and-implemented by each teacher

accord:ing to his or her special strengths and teaching style, as well as to

.the ehar.Acteristics of students in the classroom (ability, cultural back-

ground. ,kge).

M.-iny of the recommendations are not easy tO implement,'and ongoing

inserVice training is crucial so that teachers can share ideas and strate:

gies and learn about recent-research in achievement motivation. Likewise,

education:11 researchers must be encouraged to communicate their findings

in ways that are understandable and useful to teachers. Administrators

must be willing to give tea hers time off from teaching so that they can

participte in inservice ograms: Reduced class size for the first and

second grades would facilitate the application of intrinsic motivational

principles.

The potential gain in student achievement'seems to outweigh'the.price

.which is attached to these poliCy reCommendations. Stipek's view, however,

is that attracting talented individuals to the teaching profession will

ultini.:Ately have the greatest effects on students' motivation and excelleme

in education.

Cn another paper on motivation prepared for the 'Commission, Maehr con-

tena that at present the publicmedia are repeately reminding Americans

that they are falling,behind other nations in _industrial productivi.ty,

and technology. At the same tithe there exists a fear :that low

.achi.;:vement in the schools may be a, cause'of this.deCline. Although the
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role of tLe .JchoolS in the currently perceived crisis is unclear, there is

in_reasing,avidence that public schools are not all that we want them to be.

Concerns about improving achievement naturally lead to questions about

\motivation. Walberg and his colleagues have found that motivation (narrow-
\
1Y-;YeTtned) accounts for between 11% and 20% of the variare of classroom

achievement. A meta-analYsis of 40 studies (Uguroglu & Walberg, 1979) i20.di-

cated that although the correlation between motivation and achievement was

.0,/ in the Cirst grade, it rose to .44 by the end of thetwe1fth grade. Et

may scam that motivation is only a minor explanatory variable; however,

most of the variance in achievement,is attributable to factors over which

schools h,Ave little control (e.g., social background). Although-seemingly

small, the variance due to motivation can be acted upon, and it is a
*

cal variable.

Tn his paper Maehr summarizes the literature on motivation relating

to achievement. He explains how values, ideology, and various cultural

patterns mayaffect claSsroom performance, with an emphasis on what cultural

patterns may enhance achievement motivation in classrOoms. Here we can

only summarize some of the major definitions, conclusions, and recomMenda-

tions tHat he offers.

Motivation. Defined.

Maehr suggests that motivation relates to five overlapping behavioral

patterns:

(1)- Direction. The apparent Choices that individuals make between

behavioral alternatives.suggest -motivation inferences.

(2) Persistence. When .a person concentrates uninterrupted attention-

on the same task or event for varying periods of time an observer is likely

to infer varying,Idegrees of motivation.

73
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(3) Coninuiny motivation. The "spontaneous" return to a previously

encountered task or task area On one's own without apparwit external coa-

straint to Llo so suggests powerful motivational forces.

(4) Activity. Some persons seem to'be more active than others; they/

do moee things and seem to have More energy. Physiological factors are/

,

rqlevaitt to activity in many instances, and it is a more complex and less'
2 ,

}

.rliable indicator of Motivation than the first three behavioral patterhs,

Furthermore, in most clasSroom situatiOns assumed differences in-mOiatiOn
'

are not duo to activity, but to direction.

(9) Performance. If performance cannot be readilk explained in erms

of variation in competence, skills, or physiological factors, sthen a motiva-
,

tional inferenCe is frequently made. For example teacherS Can cite in-
\

stances /hf_tre good students slump and slow students showarked.improvement.'

Performance level is not.a pure measure of motivationather, it is a pro-
,

duct of a variety of factors, including a combinatiOn of the four behavior

patterns reviewed,above.

Motivation as Personal Investment

When the behavioral patterns discussed above are observed, one might

suggest that-a person is investing his/her perSonal resources in a certain

way. Tho image is-primarily one of distributin2 resources, and the emphasis

is pn th.,f. direction of behavior, on the choice8 an6 preferenCes exhibited.

However, one cannot rule out the existence of differential individual 'level.*

of motivatjon. Personal investment thus refers to the possibilities that

persons may vary both qualitatively and quantitatively in motivation.

Maehr sUggests that teachers should not aSsume too quickly that a child,

simply LIcks motivation. Rather, they should consider that the classroom

SitpatiO;1 i5 simply not eliciting his/her effort.
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The MotivatiOnal

One wali of defining/the role of motivation in relation to other pro-

cesses and ,vent.sds to destribe important aspects of a typical Motivational,

cycle ta a classroom/setting. First, motivation is viewed as -a primary

antecedent of:performance level. HoweVer, motivation is in turn affected

by performnce,/ParticuIarly by how that performance is appraised. Second,

motivatio'n does not typically affect performance in a direct and simple

mlazinev.: Other' factors Such as akill, task organization, d interpersonal ,

:variablejs (eg,, peer distraction) are equally, if not more, important.

A third feature of the cycle is that performance usually resUlts in mit-

. comes It is the outcome as perceived by the student which re-enters the

--
moti

-

vation cyCle. The core issue of motivation in relation to school

Achievement is not
. .

whether or not a student is motivated, but-whether the

,itudent is motivated in a desirable way.

What Determines Motivation and Personal Investment?

Personality

In reviewing the reaearch on. personality and motivation, Maehr suggests

j that-thereare several basic conclusions that can be reached.;.-:. First, there

is a continuing effect of previous experiences on the way one approaches

achievement situations. In particular, beliefs about one's ability to per-

Corm .:ertain teaks are critical. So are various acquired belief;3 about

?that is valuable. These basic motivational orientations are often formed

outside sethools and not always easily altered. by teachers, Teachers can,,

however, affect these orientations to:some degree.

The Classroom Situation

The expettancy dimension. Social organization (norms, roles, status)

occilrs in classrooms It is often peer initiated and controlled. The
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soCial group'usually involves a general norm for appropriate Levels of

achievement. The role hat a student plays in a group is accompanied by

certail: Sxpectations'for achievement, and these exPectations in turn affect

achievement effort. Higher status students are encouraged to achieve, and

lower statUs pupils are discouraged. Another type of expectation is con-

veyed by teachers. Research suggests that the expectations teachers bold

relat...: to the quality of interaction-they have with stUdents, and in. some

cases thCy serve.as self-fulfilling prophecies.

Task dimensions,. A task.may have structural features that affect moti-

vation. Interesting tasks which.possess an optimum level of uncertainty

tend to be attractive. Further, a task may have speqific meaning Ln a par-

_

ticulax' socio-cultural context. One's social or cultural group May define

it as desirable, undesirable, or irrelevant. Success and'failure iA the

perform.A.oce of a task-are also-critical task dimensions. It is the child's

subj;:ctive definition of success that counts,, and this definition is a ftwc--

'tion'of the goals that the child holds in the, situation.

ftelated to success and'failure, it appears that the way performance

isappraiSed may have'iMportant and unintended. consequences. Several stud-'

ies (e.g.i Fyans et al., 1981; Hill, 1980; Maehr, 1976) indicate that while

external, evaluation (grades, tests) may temporarily increase achievement,

it also has negative effects on.continuing motivation (Maehr, l916) by

impeding .the student's development of more intrinsic, task-related ,joals,,

Maehr suggests that to understand classroom motivation it is. neces-

sary to study the sociocultural context of society. He cites the work of

Fyami et al. (in press). who have conduCted intensive studies of the moaning

.-of.success, failing, and achievement in over-30 cultural groups. Fyans

et 41. found a 'wide and general recognition of a particular forwor
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achievement which emphasizes work, knowledge, freedom, initiative, and

effort. .Groupswhich scored high on this cross-cultural factor (the U.S.

was one) seem to view success in terms of demonstrating independent compe-

tence. Gi4oups who scored low (e.g. Rumania, Poland, S4..eden) held goals

associated with retaining social ties and enhancing interpersonal relation-

ships. Thus, a loss in the "achievement ethic" or "work ethic" does not

seem tO be a cause of lower schoolachievement in the U.S.

Social organization and structure. Among these variables are the pro-

cedures required to move up the socioeconomic ladder. In the U.S. the Slow-

ing of geographical mobility leading to new opportunities and the aging

of our society may have negative effeCts upon educational achievement and

motivation.

On the other hand, research on family size and achievement.indicates
t

that the recent decrease in birth rate and family size may result in high

er achievement scores. However, there is no reason to assume that f.eWer

.children will automatically receive more attention in ,school. In fact,

current evidence indicates-that Americans are less,concerned with schooling

than other highly developed societies (e.g., Japan). More specifically,

pupils in U.S. schools spend less time in school and on school-related

tasks.

Suggested Changes

Maehr's suggestions inClude the following:

(1) Society as a whole, and parents in particular, must comMunicate

to students that achievement is important,

my A "return to basics" is not an appropriate solution to the problem

of excelJence, because it implies minimal standards and procedures that .

reduCe motivation, particularly of the best students,
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(3) Inother easy solution which is likely to have negative effects

on motiveltion stresses greater control of student behavior. Control which

removes-responsibility from the learner will definitely reduce motivation.

IA) Related to greater control is the possibility of establishing

exten8ive examination procedures, As with other factors Which emphasize

externalcontrol of learning, such procedures are problematic bec.ause they

work auainst creativity and continuing interest in learning.

(5) Perhaps educatOrS should consider a more positive appv(leh to moti-

vation. And Simply make school-related activities and achievement "lively

behavioral options" for students. .0ne possibility-that merits move interest.

is that of increasing the length of the'school year and school day, Current

U.S. pcictices reflect the needs of a rural society, and studeats in Japan

and Russia spend more time in educational and related activities than do

U,S. pupils..

ftiY .Finally, the parent(s) must be involved in a significant :iray with

the ,;hild in-furthering'the schooling process. Parents seem currently

turned off to schools. Time will be necessary, but parents will'alSo need

to receive informatfon about how to help children maintain attitudes and

behaviors which lead to achievement.

Implications of Student Research

'The descriptions of student perceptions and Motivation reviewed above

re iciformative and document the need to study student variables more exten-

sively. HOwevery the value of this information for classroom pracice' is

not en;:irely clear. In part, this is because student variables have been

studied somewhat independently Of teacher and task factors. Still, it

seems 17.hat two broad themes emerge from this review: (1) that students

tack elt.-monitoring skills and that (2) schooling practice does not always
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construct classrooM experiences so that'student motivation (effort) and

achievement are. correlated.

Lack of Self-Monitoring Skills

Students appear to be deficient in certain skills that are related to.

motivation For example, Neumann argues that too Many college students can-

not managetheir time and evaluate their own work. Cusick informs us that

students are not prepared to choose wisely from the variety of electives

available La secondary schools. Sternberg and Wagner illustrate that many

students lack basic metacognitiVe skills. Such considerations proMpt us to

ask if and when such skills are taught. It seems unlikely that students.,

could leavn tiMe management, self-evaluative, and personal goal setting

skills'indirectly from school experiences. Neither are such'skills taught-

on any systematic basis. Ward, Mergendoller, and Mitmans work also pro-

vides evidence-that students lack independent learning skills and that

schools do not-attempt to teach,these skills.

In an intervieW study by Ward et,al., many junior high school students'

reported that getting work done and turning it in on tiMe were the two

esSential requirements for successful.performance. Only a few students

stated that accuracy or quality of the work mattered.- Fut-chermore,. class-

room obServation indicated' that teachers rarely stated explicitly-the cri

tera :they used to judge quality of performance. As a result, only !lore

talented students realized that quality of the work Was important.

Lack 'of Relationship Between Student Motivation and Achievement

An interesting and important proposition that cognitive motivational

theorists posit ip that one's perception of progress on an important

outcome measure is a critical determinant of_performande. Concerns t-or

helping students to become more active, independent learners are implied in

7 9
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the expectation and active teaching sections of this paper. SyStematic

teaching that focuses upon meaning and conceptualization can facilitate

.,,achievement, but care has to be taken that learners are asked to asslune

some initiative for learning and that teachers encourage (demand) morn ini-

tiative from students as they mature. Students need to develop learning

skills'as dell as mastery of conceptual information as they progress

throueh school..

We Und the results of Uguroglu and Walberg's (1981) review of Motiva-

tional research (cited by Maehr) interesting yet disturbing, This review

indicAted that student motivation and achieVement were correlated only ,07

r'irst grade but in secondary schools. Tbere are obvious prob-

lems asociated with measuring student motivation and achievement, particu-

'1arly U) the first grade; however, one wonders whY student motivation is

.more strongly.related to achievement in the twelfth than in the first gr.Ade.

FrOm casual inspection, it would seem that rewarding student effort

(u.s. Maehr and Stipek suggest) should be an important goal of schooling anxi

that there Should actually be a higher correlation between effort ahd-

-achievement in the early years. If, as. Stipek contends, young children

come to schoof with intrinsic motivation to learn, why are: their motivation

and achievement not more highly correlated?

We suspect that the low associatiOn between motivation and achievement

during the first few, y'earsof schooling is due to the fact that many 2W.

dents are assigned prematurely to ability groups for reading. As a result,,

students assigned to loWer groups receive less instruction dhan they should.

Affecting Motivation through Structural Chan e

In a paper for the Commission, Good argues that premature assignment

torOility groups affeetS the educational lives of children 'from all

8 0
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socioeconomic levels as well as all racial and ethnic groups. It is impor-

tant to-noi-e that the influence is relative, not absolute. That is, in the .

richest school districts it is not uncommon that the children of bright,

talented, and successful.professionals are placed in.the bottom reading

group, even though they may be competent readers (in some schools virtually

all students come to school reading but are still grcuped). Hence, stu-

dents placed into the low group are taught with a group of students that

Are relatively less talented (even though students in the low, group in one

school istrict would be considered model students in another), suffer

status differences in the class,'and perhaps pick up sub:le cues froM

peers, parents, and teachers that they have a problem ("Are you perhaps not

trying hard enough?"). It seems that such children are prime candidates to

belome "under achievers" because it may be easier to be passive and to

feign indifference rather than to try and to risk failure. One wonders how.

-mui-h, potential and creativity are wasted by the unnecessary and premaWre

assignment to ability groups in first-grade classes..

Also, it should be n6ted that because of grOup pladement these students

s!Iffer from the fact that they cannot work with students who have somewhat

better social and academic skills (e.g., skills for obtaining information

from adults). If: alloWed to work with these students who are effective

role :aodels, it is likely that talented youth who are placed into low

groups would acquire much more useful social information than they do pre-

sentIy .(e.g., learn how tO ask a question in a way that the teaCher answers

and does not porceive the question as needless or aggressive; learn when

not to ask qUestions.learn how to ge( information from other sources, as

well as how to "self-motivate" and "self-evaluate"),

;7or these reasons GOodohas argued that seriouS consideration be given

to sma).ler first-grade classes and that high quality reading instruction be

81
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given to all students. S11arly, in her paper for the Commission, Stipek

advocates reductions in the size Ofirst- and second-grade classes so that.

teachArs can, design appropriate learning 'environmenththat are more consis-
.

tent with the motivational and learning needs-of young children

claeso3oms that de-emphasize rewards.and-needless competition). Even if

it means larger class sizes in fifth- 4n8 sixth-grade classrooms, we sus-

, .pect Unat smaller first-grade classes would offer more instructional oppor-

tunittqis Ebv helping students to develop both cognitive (reading) and inde

pnndeoh learning skills.

Conclusion

of students that/he or she encOunters are important. 'Although some critics

rhe particular' school a student attends and the groups

have argued that most schools and teachers-are similar, we have demonstrated-

/
that what a s dent learns is substantially affect,d by the school, class-

\
\

cocvl, and t acher he or she,is assigned to..

tis paper we have described some iffiportant aspects of schooling

and the r relationship to achievement: (a) time utilizatiori; (b) manage-

Ment, (c) curriCulum content and academic tasks, (d) how actively teachers

teac , and (e) the expectations and academic standarda that teachers hold

their'classes and for individual students. Not only do teachers 'vary

cross theae interrelated dimensiOns, but these aspects of classroom life

have heen related to student .achievement.

There is also variation among-students in traditional academic

skills, motivation, and in a variety of Social (eg., ability to obtain

needed informatiOn frOm adults) and self-management abilities (e.g., task

selection, time management, selfevaluation) needed to accoMplish school
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Instructional Demands

We know.from research oniteaching that most teacher§ need to spend

more time actively instructing all students. First, they need to expend

Considerable effort early in the year conveying tO students both academic

and behavioral classroom rules and procedures. After students have intern-

alized these miles; teachers should subsequently monitor student behavior

consistently. According to Brophy (in press), a.comprehensive approach

to classroom management must include "attention to relevant student charac-

teristAs and individual differences; preparation of the classroom as an

44E

effective learning environment, organization of instruction and support

activities to maximize student engagement in productive taska; development

of a workable set of housekeeping procedures and conduct rules; techniques

of group management. during active inStruction; techniques of motivating

And shaping desired behavior; techniques of resolving conflict and dealing

studentsr-rersonal adjustment problems; and the combination of these

elements into an internally consistent and effective system."'

Some teachers need to concentrate a greater proportion of instruction

to deonstrating to students the meaning of cencepts and the relationships

, among concepts (i.e., less time in poorly defined seatwork tasks). They

__,

,- need to emphasize meaninoful practical applications and problem-solving

abilitos This is a formidable task, considering the diversity of stu-
,

,

dents in most classrooms, and that Many teachers rely heavily textbooks

and aT.companying teachers' guides, not only for planning; bUt also for de-

livering instruction. Many texts are inadeqaute in subject matter cover-

age. In audition, they emPhasize memory at the expense of understandic.;

and integration of material. Improving the quality of textbooks is cri-

tical to improving the quality of schooling. In taking a'more active role

83
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in instructd.on, teachers (who are adequately trained ) should participate in

textbook .;olection and evaluation. They will need to adapt text materials

to their unique needs as well as their classes, but they should not rely on

texts to Ionvey information. Within classes, teachers must design tasks

which are appropriate for individual pupils or groups of students'and COM-

municate criteria for successful performance.

We should point out here that grouping and differential instruCtion

. are not,inherently good or bad. Bilt it is clear that too often slower stu7

.71ents or those from low SES backgrounds are relegated to groups which re7

ceive largely repetitiVe-i-meaningless seatwork activities. 'Teachers must

guard Igainst such effects of negative expectations they maY hold for

these pupils. All students must succeed at meaningful tasks if they are

to perceive themselves as competent individuals.

Besides basic skills instruction, all students must also learn more

general Critidel-th-ThkiTig-arid problem-solving skills which will be useful

to :them in a variety of sUbject aPeas. Such skills may be critical in help-

ing tudents to accommodate the diverSe and fragmented curricula and in-

struction that many of them, particularly low achievers, now receiVe.

Another area in which students needto receive instruction involves,

skills uecesSary for self-evaluation, self-manageMent, and goal setting.

These independent learning strategies will benefit Younger students in

stoictud educational ettings, but are invaluable to older_etudents who

must assome moresresponsibility for their learning. Surprisingly, there .

is Little evidence.thatteachers attempt to teach these skills '(whiCh are

necessary for intrinsic motivatiOn) by, for example, allowing students some

choice in learning activities. LeSs directly, teachers can de7emphasize

external rewards for classroom achievement, In 'fact, it seems that mafly
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teacer o not'even convey their own crfteria for successful 6:ampletion of

taskS to ltudents.

The Commission papers we reviewed, as well as other research, indicate
1

that in all areas of schooling teachers must constantly monitor students

behavior, perceptions, bel.;efs, attitudes, etc. and adjust their own behav-

ior te meet students needs. For example,'teachers need to be able to

asses:0, And if necessary, correct Misunderstanding of directions, miscon-

ceptions bout subject matter, Self-perceptions of ability, etc. In. 3rdec

to do this teachers will need, among other things; extensive knowledge con-

cerniny cognitive and social development.

pne Cunadmental issue related to improving the quality of schooling

;

is the abitity of teachers to fulfill the diverse instructional demands

described bova. tn this regard, teacher education institutions could do

a much better job of preparing teachers than they currently do. For exam-

in order to possess a thorough knowledge of subject matter, multiplc-

and diverse curriculum materials, relevant instructional 1;echniqttes, . elemon-
i

tary teachers mal? need to be trained.as subject matter specialists in one

area, Schlechty and Vance (in press) point out that these institutions

must be more selective in determining who is allowed to entee teacher educa-

tion programS; However, it may be that a,reetructuring and re4efini,A6 of

the. teacher's role, particularly at the elementary school level, will also

be necessar) if schools are to attract and retain competent perSons as

Leact, Currently the best students do not choose to be teachers, and

4

,Oafly of the best teacherS leave,teaching for other careers.

Schlechty and Vance argue that the. tendency to separate administrators

.CI,teachers and to view teachers as workers and administrators as managers

:with fic5re status and rewards than teachers) undermineb the professionalism

8 5
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which should be associated with teaching. Further, they point out that

the reward system of public schools is aimed more at recruiting new teachers.

rather Naan retaining or motivating competent teachers once they are hired.

tn short, there is no clearly defined career ladder for teachers.

Tn order to make teadhing attractive to academically able persons,

Schlechty and Vance propose that all concerned with education should view

the sChool as a workplace with students as the primary workers. In this

View the classroom teacher is seen as a first-line supervisor, and more

responsibility for training teachers should rest with the public schools.

-Highly qualified teachers would be given high-status roles-in which they

would assist university professors and public school administrators in the

training of new teachers and ConduCting research and development. By in-

volving teachers in the training of neW.teachers, Schlechty and Vance

bdlieve that universities could then use their resources to provide prospec-
`kr

,tive teachers with instruction in theories .from the social-and behavioral

sciences and courses in research methods, statistiCs, and evaluation: They

betlieve that-these changes are necessary to alleviate what they view,as an

Antellectual,crisis,among teachers and to provide teacherswith both the

necessary conceptual understanding and practical skills needed to be a sue--
0

cessful teacher.

fn order to fulfill a multitude of instructional demands teachers must

have better training (preservice and inaerVice) which is based upoil a bp

lief that all students can learn. In particular, teachers must know hoW to \'

coordinate curriculum and instruction sci that here is more-continuity ia

,
schoOling, both within and between grade levels. We have focused this dist-

cussion thus far on teachers; because we believe-that they have perhaps

Abe greatest effect on student achievement, and because moat of the re-

Search And the papers we have reviewed cOncern teacher behavior. However,

[
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schoolUlg -outcomes are affected by many other factors, some of which Ue

outside thechool:' student_Characteristics, parents, community groups,

ceniwal .,.4chK:Ao1:,-aaMinistrations, school boards, etC. For e.xample, princi-
,

pals need'to take a-,Mbre'active 'role in the atademic-affairs of their

schools, p,3rticular1y in encouraging high academic standards. We now turn

to .1 discussion of societal and structural influences on curricUlum.

Societal. and Structural Influences on Curriculum

Oa a Commission .paper, Resnick and Resnick present a historical and'

omp.trative analysis of standards, curriculum, and performance in U.S. edui

Catton...- Tbey point out that in concern over achievement and whether

other countries may be requiring and .obtaining better performance in their

schools, many persons advocate higher academic demands in U.S, schools.

A related problem is that employers and .higher educational-institutions

capoot utilize diplomas and degrees as reliable indicators of indivLduals'

cowf,atence. Various testing and assessment procedures Toave been developed

in an ;Attempt to ascertain the value and similarity of degrees from differ-

ent institutions or grades from various Schools.

Resnick and Resnick rightly point out that eurriculwn is a major deter-

minant of educational standards."In their-discbssion they allude to the

century-old confliCt (particularly at the high school leVel) over-whether

there should be a common curriculum for all pupils, or a differentiated

one. There is also the question of the relatiVe emphasis which should bit!'

placed on vocational or traditional academic subjects. The specific: argu-

ments concerning these questions at any point in history are largely deter-

mined by ,external factorS such as the growth in size and character of the ;

k

population and the characteristics of the'job. market.-

The differentiation in cUrrent curriculum reflects the need to accom---.

A. variety of students. There'is clear evidence,,however, that a-

8 7
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larger proportion of pupils now come 'from families whose backgrounds are'

_not culturally compatible with American SChooling. Only a minority of stu7

dents elect to take vocational training. The schools' effort to offer a'

large nUmber of curriculum options different from college preparatory ones

has resulted in a multitude of diverse Courses in the general,high school

curriculum rather than.a'carefully planned alternative program As-more

;

"practkcn1u, courses have been added tcyaccoMmodate students of lower ahili-
\

..ties, or those who might.not be interested in attending college, instruc-

tion ,n more traditional academic material has,been. necessarily reduced.

It seems that traditional coUrseWork is. still nequired, but only minimally'

in mostCses, and-that these requirements can be met with a variety of

elective courses. There are actually several different;high school pro-

grams students may take within most schools, and these programs vary

Lo theiv requirements.

(11 A related paper fOr the CmmiSsion, Cusick argues that- the diverse-

objective of public high schools in the United States 'have resulted in a-

focus on a comMon goal: to keep as manY students as possible'in school

.whether or not they want to acquire useful: knowledge. A.fundaMental pre-

mise of this goal is that basic knowledge can be Made.interesting and'con-

veyed to everyone. Howeverf Cusick suggests that the needs.of all students

ro:nat in emphasis on attendance, and that discipline takes away time whidl

could bo spent on coordination and supervision of learning. After initial

scheduling, there iS very little coordinatipn of curriculum by individual

teacher:3, who usually face a heterogeneous group of children; The result

,fis an incredibly diverse curriculum-in which many courses are constructed

./

with retention of low-ability students primarily in mind. The result is

that txrridulum coordination is'virtually ignored and iittle-discussion (DE'

8 8
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the relatinnship of individual courses to the whole curriculum occurs. He

further suggesta that reform of high school education must center on the

substance, aot the 'Iform' of learning.

Such differentiation has led Adler (1982), Who believes that the

schools have not provided equal educational opportunities for everyone,

to propose a twelve-year core curriculum. One type of learning in this

curriculum consists of basic intellectual skills of reading, writing, mathe-

matiut computation, and scientific investigation. These are taught laoge-

ly by practice and coaching. A second type of learning involves the acqui-

sitiOn of fundamental'knowledge: history, literature, languages, mathema-

tics, science, and the fine arts, and.shot,lid be taught primarily by lectur-

ing. A third area refers to understanding: the apPreciation of works of

art and the ability to think critically about ideaa and values. Adler also

proposes ei.ght years of manual'arts. There are no electives.i this curri-

culUte,

While there are obvious problems with the implementation of such a

.
basic curriculum for all students (students vary in ability and background,

many teachers do not posseas skills necessary tO convey such instruction),

it does provide a uaeful framework for considering the goals of'schooling,

It seeMS obvious; for example, that-there is currently too much emphasis on

miliimula competency in basic akin areas, and too few secondary students

elect to take what challenging courses available. However, depending

'Ori societal and structural factors, it is likely thatin a'particular

or another of theae areas would beemphasized.

Part of the problem that confrontsTAmet4-can education is the fact that

--
citizens hold diverse expeCtations and conflicting opinions about the-goals

of schooling. Lacking strUCtural mechanisms for obtaining coneensus and
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directiomn, decisions are made in ways that do.- not explore the implications

Of decisions-tor the systeM as a. whole. As a result, many anomalies exist

in the 0-S. educational system. For example, earlier in-the paper we re-

ported that Ward et al. found that the seventh-grade Curriculum was not

more -demanding than that found in 'the sixth grade.

-Tronizally, it appears that more sorting of students (application of .

standards) takes place in first-grade classes than in-high school or college

classroo,oS.(See-Newman for a discussion of low standards for student per- .

formarc4 in higher education). However, we think it would be oore sensible

for schools to-emphasize quality instruction in the early grades, and to

deman.) ,oure student initiative and higher performance in high school and

college. Unfortunately, it appears that expectations for American youth

are unevenly communicated by school structures, and this poses problems

for ,students in ihterpreting their roles as student as they move from class' ,

to closs and level to level.

Methods of Improving Curricula. .

Although-the current curriculum-in most American schoolS is not demond-7

--
ing, Resniik and Resnick discuss several ways in which it may be improvech

In addition to the positive influences of study Commission recommendations

and curriculum development projects these authors point qvAt that-the indL-

v1ç1i'a1 states.need to take more-initiative in setting.courS6-. reqUirements,,,

particularly in the absence of a nationally prescribed curriculun.

statn requirements for courseworkiare quite limited.

Ati-we stated earlier,.textbooks are one of the most influential deter

-minants olf-curricUlum and educational Standards. While there are_divergent

views concerning the variation that exists .rrievrig fAxts: in-content,' five

or sx large textbOdk series dcnminate about 80% of the,market in reading
4

7An1 -4Ath. Althouch there is much room for improvement in texts,_there
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the content Of the textbooks.

Resni.ck and Resnick also discuss the structure of,examinationa in Amer-

ican schooling, which consist almost entirely of advanced placement and

and minim6m competency testing. They point out that few U.S. students aver

take comprehensive examinations (of,how well they have mastered a particu-

lar curriculum) they can study directly for, as opposed tO students in

Fearc'e or Great'Britain4 Furthermore, by focusing on .minimal standards,

\-

the competency testing movement in this country has 'limited itS potential

to upgrade academic standards. Although there are difficulties asSociated

with competency testing (only concepts.tested may be taught), limited use

of such eXaminations is one means of upgrading curriculum standards.

Tracking is another alternative for attempting to Upgrade school stand-

ardt. 2enick and Resnick argue that there is cOnsiderable tracking in

Amere,111 :3chdols, even though many persons are oppoSed to the concept..

They pont outthat American schools have'failed to make a clear choice

concerning tracking, and have not adequately tested its effectS. These

authors argue that one alternative, increased, overt-tracking, is likely.to

result in higher standards of performance, primarily for the most able stu-

dents Another quite dissimilar alternative is a core, dernanding curricu-

luM for Ill pupils, as advocated by Adler (1982), In getween theSe aro

several erms of tracking, Systems. However, any program which involves

trackillg must cpntairLhigh-quality programs for students who .are ot in the

most selective programs.

--Ca this section of,the paper cie have discussed some broad changes in

schoolIng which may be necessary 4o improve the-academic:performance of'

Americ171a_ 3tudents. However, there are many less extensive alterations whiCh

,teachees, parentt, and others can make which will have a positive effect
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.-

. on achievement (e.g., active teaching, More effeCtive. management syst4ms).

Any change, however, must be implemented only with thoughtful consideration

of what the edducational priorities of Americanlpublic schools should be,

as well aa careful examination of the characteristics of those persons

who will be directly affected or involved.
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